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policy (pp. 12-94)
A* Contrast between English and Russian
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a. Early life
b* Court training
c. Development of personal policy
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Clash of fundamental imperial interests
continued to formation of Triple Entente,
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"Sometimes the quarrel between two
princes is to decide which ot* them shall dis-
posaess a third of hie dominions where neither
of them pretends to any right •• •Sometimes a war
is entered upon because the enemy is too stron g
;
and sometimes because he is too weak » Some-
times our neighbours want the things which we
h a ve t or have the things which we want ; and we
both fight till they take ours or give us theirs*
It is justifiable to enter into a war against
our nearest ally, when one of his towns lies
convenient for us, or a territory of land, that
would render our dominions round and compact* ••
p oor nations are hungry, and r ich nations are
proud; and pride and hunger will ever be at
variance* For these reasons the trade of a
soldier is held the most honourable of all others*
Jonathan Swift
( 1667- 1745 )

ENGLISH REACTION TO CATHERINE II 'S FOREIGN POLICY
The eighteenth century teems with action
and cries aloud with color* Perhaps no other
century in the history of the world has encompas-
sed within the space of a single hundred years
more of beauty and terror, of idealism and ration-
alism, of luxury and squalor, of freedom and
tyranny, of alliances and treachery, of greed and
ambition, of courage and cringing subservience,
of development and degradation* That century
during which Peter the Great, Mirabeau, George III,
Marie Antoinette, Benjamin Franklin, Pompadour,
George Washington, Walpole, Rousseau, the Pitts,
Frederic the Great, Maria Theresa, Potemkin,
Burke, Fox, Sheridan, Voltaire, Napol eon *** drove
,
or fought, or led, or wove a tangled web to fame
or ruin* That same century which saw the tri-
umphant birth of a new republic in the West saw
the zenith of a new empire in the East: the
spoliation of Poland and the attempted dismember-
ment of Turkey: the vindication of constitution-

alism and the cataclysm of the French Revolution:
the realization that a balance of trade was as
necessary as a balance of power.
In the hurrying, crowding, pushing maze
of events and peoples that rush across the mind
and trample its neatly arranged grooves into a
seething muddle, there are certain figures which
force themselves up on the shoulders of the mob*
With their heels they accomplished the designs
their sheer, bright minds devised. More often
than not during this period it was the power vested
in a few irresponsible rulers which drove the
quiescent or grumbling people into wars. The
eighteenth century imperialists concerned them-
selves with the acquisition of land as a means of
wealth. The monarchs of that day still regarded
themselves as sup er- 1 and 1 or d s into whose pockets
were poured the revenues of colonies and provinces:
the problem, then, for each was to round off his
estate by seizing the richest and most strategic
strips of land from his near or weaker neighbors.
A rationalistic philosophy motivated
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Frederic the Great, Joseph the Second and Catherine*
The sin lay not in the fact that they perjured
themselves by breaking solemn treaties unless such
perjuries were unaccompanied by gain* Rulers no
longer went to war over such questions as to "Whether
flesh was bread and the juice of a berry, blood*"
They did not even take up arms to shield a totter-
ing nation from destruction unless it was known to
be of positive advantage in juggling that pre-
carious and much- d i s cu s sed balance of power*
After the middle of the eighteenth
century, motives of war were either commercial or
political* It all depended upon where one happen-
ed to live* The great maritime nations .... Britain
,
France, and Holland .... were interested in the
rights of tariffs, shipping companies, colonial
exploitations* The more purely continental
nations *.. .Russia, Prussia, and Austria .... were
supremely interested in land itself as a means of
wealth. What trade with the West Indies was to
England or France, Zips was to Joseph II* The
continental sovereign regarded himself as a sort of
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glorified feudal lord to whom each additional es-
tate meant, if managed wisely, an increase in power,
population and gold. Yet greed was not the sole
basis for aggrandisement; perhaps, even in that
selfish age, safety came first. The Hapsburg
properties were scattered all over Europe; the
slightest rearrangement of ownership might seriously
threaten a province on the Danube or another on the
Baltic. Hence, in the nefarious Partition of
1772, Maria Theresa felt that she was morally bound
to sieze as much as she could with her left hand
while with her right she used her handkerchief
most vigorously.
Of all the so ver ei gns who played this
clever game of territorial aggrandisement in the
eighteenth century, Catherine II of Russia played the
best game and used the cleverest finesse. The
stakes were high. .. .Poland and Turkey. Her partners
... .Austria and Prus sia * . . • were not above treachery.
Yet Catherine was a match for both Frederic II and
Joseph II, to say nothing of Frederic William. She
played the game for the interest of Russia....

for territory and European pr estige. . • and for the
glorification of Catherine herself* She watched
her own cards car efu 1 1 y * • • p at i ent ly biding her
timej she remembered every trick; she was not
averse to looking into her partner's as well as her
opponent's hand when she had an opportunity; she
reversed plays and changed tactics when it suited
her purpose* And she changed partners at will,
careful always to play Austria and Prussia against
each other for the good of Russia* Altogether
she was a most unsatisfactory player in the game of
continental politics. She was never asked to
"take a hand" for the sport of the game* In retro-
spection any king invited to one of the Tsarina's
parties was more than apt to be fleeced before
the game was over* Catherine's policy was to get
what she wanted* •*by fair dealing if chance so
favored her, by hook or by crook f it did not*
She preferred peaceful absorption or partition,
but if war seemed necessary to secure the coveted
prize she was not afraid* The main thing was to
get it* When once she had thought through a
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project, she was as courageous as she was implacable*
Herein lay the secret of her personal advantage*
She was unbound by any sort of tradition* True
enough, she had adopted Peter the Great as her
model and pursued the "classic'* trend in foreign
policy. But, after all, that classicism consisted
merely in expansi on ••*" breaking windows*" She was
unhampered by "natural enemies" or unnatural friend-
ships* Russia was too young an empire to have
developed pr e- concei ved notions about the urgency
of the balance of power fantasy. Surely, during
Catherine's pre-power days she had observed no
signs of animosity on the part of Greet Britain*
In fact the latter thought of Russia as her "natural
and necessary ally"..*a counterpoise to the Hapsburg-
Bourbon combination* England looked with satis-
faction upon the flourishing city of Archangel and
took as much pride in the Russian navy as if that
infant prodigy were at least an adopted child* Even
as late as 1770 Great Britain warned the courts of
,
hostileboth Versailles and Madrid that any«action of theirs
toward the Russian fleet while in the Mediterranean

Yetwould be regarded as an insult to England.*
the Empress could see no positive advantage in an
alliance with Great Britain in a '^Northern Federation"
or any other scheme which might enforce an unwanted
peace or embroil Russia in a war from which she could
not draw the territory she desired. So, protest-
ing friendship all the while, she carefully steered
clear of any faraway "entangling alliances."
It took Englishmen a long time to realize
that the Empress did not consider England essential
to her plans for Russia. For more than a quarter
of a century after Catherine's usurpation of the
throne of all the Russias, British statesmen harbor-
ed the delusion that a Russian alliance was to be
solicited, courted, begged and even bribed from
the wily and coquettish Tsarina. Time after time
Catherine teased the ambassador with half promises
and great speeches of friendship until she con-
vinced him that an alliance was just around the
corner. All that waq^ecessary was for Britain to
state definite proposals, make real offers. So
urged, the King committed himself, or the Cabinet
Lecky, v,2l4 Malmesbury, i, 256

resolved, only to be told that the Empress had under
stood that the troops were for Spain instead of
America, or, after three or four months "due deliber
ation" the Empress did not believe that the time
was yet "ripe" for interference in the American War*
It seems almost ludicrous to us today to watch the
cat-like game of dilly-dallying that Catherine
played with His British Majesty's dignified repre-
8 entati ves •
One wonders sometimes whether politicians
or statesmen, if you will, ever truly study the
experiences of even their immediate predecessors
from other than a viewpoint* It was not
until the Younger Pitt that English ministers and
ambassadors winced a little at the continued re-
buffs of Russia and began to look with apprehension
upon the soaring ambitions of the East* From the
cradle young William consciously planned his future*
That he was of the new school was evinced by his
preparations for a commercial treaty with France
as a part of the peace negotiations of 1785* That
he was aware of imperial designs upon the Nether-

lands and the Scandinavian peninsula was shown in
the formation of a triple alliance* Catherine re-
fused to play the game with England after she had
been defeated.. .a defeated England was of no ad-
vantage .. .hence this correct and patriotic young
up-start determined to put the lady Catherine, of whom
he thoroughly disapproved, in her place. And she
laughed at himl Conscious of the rightness of
his programme Pitt forgot that while Catherine’s
^.lightest whim became a state policy, he was but
the first minister in a country whose law was that
of Parliament and back of Parliament the People*
The argument of greater commercial advantage in a
free America was^^ot familiar in 1791 and the bitter
tang of a lost fight still puckered the British
mouth. Hence, the proud young Pitt backed down*.,
his high-falutin threats were empty phrases* He
retired to an insular programme* His efforts to
establish British will upon the continent had been
repudiated by his own people* He felt that ho
was still right* However, he had learned his
lesson. He would go on building up a financial
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stamina in England which would hold her steady if
the ominous rumblings and mutterings of the French
Revolution crossed the "silver streak*" His position
as regards continental embroglios was that of strict
neutrality* Nevertheless, England and Russia did
not draw together until the Revolution forced
Catherine, this time, to offer concessions to the
British government for its participation in the
coalition against republicanism*
The climax (or anti-climax) of English
reaction to C'atherine's schemes of Russian aggrandise-
ment and international development was reached in the
so-called "Russian Armament" of 1791 * The fail-
ure of Parliament to support the divided Cabinet
and Pitt's subsequent withdrawal of his proposal
clinched the complete dismemberment of Poland,
secured the disputed Ochakov and its district to
Russia, completely (destroyed all confidence among
the Triple Alliance, and provided for a readjust-
ment of powers* Whether Pitt's "armament" was too
far-fetched, whether war would have resulted from
the endeavor, what result the rescue of Poland would
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have had upon the French Revolution and upon the
commercial progress of Poland, Russia, and England
are questions to which no man knows the answer.
The hurricane of French ideas and French armies whch
swept all Europe off its feet has obscured and
well-nigh obliterated this interesting bit of dip-
lomatic history.
In the following pages the effort will
be made to show in a somewhat meagre fashion how
Pitt's attitude was the culmination of chagrin and
apprehension which was bound to result from the
studied processes of Catherine's foreign policy.
Had Pitt been less coldly calculating, had he been
warned by a bit of the politician^ pul se- feeling
he would have prepared both Parliament and the
people for hi s" Intel ligant" armed demonstration.
We like to think that the reason that the constitu-
tionalism of Great Britain stood the shock of the
French earthquake was because the people already had
a controling voice in the government* By so much
did Pitt fail*. ..his mind was years ahead of his
contemporaries* but his methods belonged to a more
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absolute regime*
The career and personality of Sophia of
Anhal t- Zerb st are remarkable from many angles* This
little German princess has been called "a political
being*" From the beginning she lived in an atmos-
phere of domestic intrigue by which an ambitious
wife managed a poor and petty nobleman's family*
h
When q,e became of marrying age, her kinsman, Freder-
ic II of Prussia, decided that the little princess
with the bright, intelligent eyes and the yielding
disposition who sometimes showed the hardness of
finely tempered steel beneath her soft voice, would
be an admirable spy at the court of Petersburg**
Catherine's romantic heart must have stood still
for an instant when she saw the Archduke Peter*
Then began a life which would have coarsened a more
developed character than hers* The Empress Eliz-
abeth watched Catherine with hawk-like eyes* No
action escaped criticism* And what kind of a
husband was Peter? Lacking in every moral virtue
and excelling in every vice, he was as unintelligent
as he was vicious* Elizabeth took systematic
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delight in inducting the young Grandduchess into
the practices of the most immoral court in the world*
That Catherine became one of the two greatest rulers
in the history of Russia was due to chance, her own
astuteness, industry and determination* If she
also became the most notorious and licentious woman
of her day, that was a Russian contribution to her
character* Amid the moral rottenness and the too
often dumb intrigues of Elizabeth's court, with
Peter always within range of her eye, Gatherine's
resolve took form and being* She determined to
rule Russia**
During her idle hours** *and they were
many***she prepared her mind for the tests which
were to follow*** She listened to the tales of
Peter the Great, to Elizabeth's contemptuous accounts
of the Empress Anne, and observed the weakness of
the present ruler* Peter III was a foreigner
and his contempt for things Russian was his undoing*
So Catherine learned her lessons in statesmanship
at the court which she was one day to control****
During the short period of Peter's reign the desire
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to "rule or perish" became an obsession* Unlike
many usurpers she did not forget her hard learned
lessons as soon as she held the reins in her own
hands* Peter was a despised foreigner: Catherine
became a more ardent pan-Russian than the Russians.
Anne and Elizabeth waged war and let another reap
the advantage* She spoke these words in 1765* "l
believe in effect that Russia is worthy of attention*
I have the finest army in the world* I am in want
of money, it is true, but I shall be abundantly
supplied in a few years* If I allowed myself to
follow my own propensities, I should rather prefer
war to peace; but humanity, justice and reason
restrain me* However, I will not follow the ex-
ample of the Empress Elizabeth* I will not per-
mit myself to be persuaded to undertake a war; I
will make it when it shall appear to be to my ad-
vantage, but never out of compliance to others*"*
In these words is the essence of her code*.**a for-
eign policy independent of any foreign power
calculated to serve Russia's interest alone*
England, on the other hand, was not con-
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cerned with continental aggrandisement* She was a
maritime power and at the conclusion of the Seven
Years' .War (176^) she became the envy of all the
nations in the world. The responsibility of se-
curing England's vast and far-flung colonies which
he had helped her acquire fell upon the shoulders of
the Earl of Chatham. England had spent huge sums
of money in the war, but her victory reemphasized
her preeminent position. She desired peace for
herself and security for her colonies.
In the eighteenth century English peace
and security meant an alignment of alliances among
the northern countries which would offset a Franco-
Austrian combination* France, as always was the
nearest and most formidable rival* All the energy
of the British Foreign Office was centered upon
the so-called Northern Federation * There was no
hesitation or debate in the minds of Pitt and his
Cabinet: the cornerstone of such a defensive
barricade must be Russia.
The imperturbable Britisher was a bit
shocked by Catherine's methods^* but his gofe^^iense
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quickly lifted his drooping face. The Empress had
expressed her exceeding friendliness toward England
while grandduchesB in 17575 ’’it would be one of
the considerations of her life to bring Russia into
close relations with England so that they might
attack France in common; the greatness of which
country," she added, "is the disgrace of Russia."
The opportunity was hers. But Catherine paused.
The ardent sentiments of a grandduchess might be
mere sentimentality in an empress. So she waited...
constantly using great phrases of good will.. .and
only associated herself with those nations from
whom at a particular time she felt she could
derive a definite advantage.
The Tsarina's programme toward England was
just as consistently pragmatic as His Majest's oft-
urged alliance. England conceived that the great-
est good would come to both through association to-
gether. The Empress pursued a lone trail of purely
Russian interest with occasional excursions in
company. Such were their divergent aims. Pitt
might declare himself to be "quite a Russe"* and
“— — —
Chatham, William Pitt, Earl of: Correspondence iv,
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Fox might affirm and reaffirm hie favorite policy* •
Q
" Alliance. with the Northern Powers ever have been,
and ever will be the system of every enlightened
Engl i shman •
"
The final state of mind of the eighteenth
century was a long time developing, but after it had
once been stated, the arguments used in its repudi-
ation lingered on* The danger of the French Revol-
ution produced an artificial partnership which was
dissolved as soon as “interests" clashed* Neverthe-
less, it was Catherine's foreign policy which deter-
mined the lounger Pitt's effort in 1791* He never
attempted to control Russian imperialism again, but
Canning and Oastlereagh inherited his distrust* The
French Revolution was conquered, Napoleon was exiled
on Elba, and the Congress of Vienna metl The
stamp of Catherine and William Pitt was upon that
meeting and the clash of violent colors was to contin-
ue more than a hundred years after the death of both •*
until the fear of a new empire was so overwhelming
that the hatreds and jealousies of three age-old
enemies were blurred and finally wiped out in prepar-
Malmesbury. James Harris Fir st^Earl of; Diaries
and Correspondence of, i. p. 510.
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aration for the World War*
Poland constituted Catherine's practical
object, but the fantastic Greek notion was her
imperial dream-child* Yet the idea of the partition
of Poland was not new. The possibility of such a
settlement had lain ripening in continental conscious-
ness for a century** However, there is evidence to
show that it had reached maturity in Catherine's fer-
tile brain as early as 1762 * and she simply awaited
an opportunity* Panin's well-acted hesitation and
her gracious allowance of Prince Henry's (brother of
Frederic II) authorship produced the desired effect upon
her audience. Her own generation and historians
generally accepted her statement that she was unable
to delay the destruction of Poland. Professor Lord
has, however, dispelled this notion by documentary
evidence.**
During the first ten years of her reign
Catherine's inexperience in the diplomatic routine
.
compelled her to rely somewhat upon Count Nikita
Panin. Bestuzhev, Panin, and later Potemkin were
advisers in the true sense of the word* Not even
vi,.p. '405t sp,eecit—
i
retiring from throne
Ihoma 3
:
the, day^perhaps is not far off, when thii glorious repiS
will get torn to shred hither and thither; be stuffedthe pockets of covetous neighbors. Brandenburg, Muscovy
’to zero, and abolishedAustria, and find itself reducedfrom the face of the world."
**(Contlnued next page)Lord, R. H.; The Second
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the latter was allowed to initiate action* Catherine
was her own prime minister and her reign was personal-
ly conduc te§*'Seginning to end* She might talk much
with Panin and representatives of interested nations
about schemes for "Northern Accord" and "Federation",
but her eyes were focussed steadfastly upon Poland***
even while fighting a Turkish War* Besides, her
best judgment advised her to wait until Augustus III
died, and he was ailing*
Catherine cautiously tried the temper of
Europe when she settled the affairs of the Duchy of
Courland by restoring Biren to the throne and making
the duchy a vassal of the Russian crown* Nothing
whatever happened* Her little pebble scarcely dis-
turbed the surface of the water* It is interesting
to note the 1 e thar gy« whi ch the English government
viewed this aggression* Lord Buckinghamshire wrote
a voluminous account of the whole affair and the only
comment seems tohavebeen surprise that any resistance
should have been contemplated. The King sanctioned
the actions of the Empress with the simple request
that she oblige him by letting him know her intentions* * 4^
of Poland, p * , 51 ? » * * very soon after her accession C.
wrcccptqn;: sbaled.up^ aaa kept in secrecy, a. memoir (pre'
•aented by Count^Z*^G. C erny s ev J ,, prppo sing that. at thefirst convenient moment Russia shoulfl annex Polish Livo:
Bain, R* N * ; Slavonic Europe,
.5^5** .Combination ofRussia, P ru 3 s i'gT'STrgd'en", G r'5^~t Britain vs* Bourbon-
Hapsburg combine* * *Courl and . . 1 egal ly a dependency of
•
without ruler .* *dispute* . .Catherine s
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The intensely practical tenor of Catherine's
policy of alliances is demonstrated in th# secret
proposals to be acknowledged by Great Britain in the
event of an Angl o-Ru s si an union ( 1765 )^ England
was to agree to support Catherine's plans in regard
to Poland and Sweden and subsidize the Polish venture*"
Great Britain absolutely refused to furnish the
funds which Prince Czartoryski urged were "to be used
in the service of Great Britain*** Lord Buckingham-
shire attributed the failure of the negotiations of
both Chatham and George Grenville to this parsimony*
Catherine was in need of funds in these early days
and Panin renewed the subject again when insisting
that a Turkish war should become a casus foed er i
s
»
Sir John Goodriche did distribute English gold among
the Swedes and secured a break between Sweden and
France* The direct result of the refusal as far
as England.ftussia were concerned was the Russo-
Prissian Alliance and its subsequent articles*
Frederic II, in commenting on the English action
to the Russian ambassador Solms on May 14, 1764, said
that "his alliance with Russia took the place of
J.BuckJnghamshire,
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every other. ”*
Russia and Prussia were bound together by
common interest in the fate of Poland. On the day
peace preliminaries were signed at Fontainbleau , the
two sovereigns concluded a secret treaty of "perpetual
peace and alliance"; they promised to sustain each
other with troops and money in case either were
engaged in war; moreover, they guaranteed each others
territories. On April 11, 1764 they sealed the
previous compact by an additional secret article in
which they mutually agreed to preserve the elective
monarchy in Poland and "to prevent and frustrate by
all possible means" any designs which could lead to
such a result. This alliance was to last until 1780,
and while it lived was to enthrone Stanislaus
Poni a to w ski . • . " th e candidate who had least right of
all and must therefore feel more indebted to Russia
than to anyone else*"***
The ground was prepared. Augustus III
courteously gave up the ghost. The days of an indep-
endent Poland were numbered. The Tsarina, whom
Carlyle called that “high-flying female Potentate
*Political Correspondence of Frederic II»
_
^Va^s^ns ^or^ all^an^e^ c^i^mentary on Frederic's
"“Cambridge Modern History, vi
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of the North"* elected her favorite on the morning
of September 7th (n» s.), 1764 by pressure of the
points of Russian bayonets* No one but the Poles
were deceived by this "coup de theatre*"**
From the Peace of Paris until 1766, George il
and his ministers were occupied with domestic and col-
onial problems. The royal prestige needed re-polish-
ing and the management of colonial affairs consumed
great energy. The Americans were already showing
signs of temper* Bute's ministry was a failure*
Besides, France had no intention of accepting the
verdict of 1765 as final. ohe was hard pressed
* *
financially due to the Austrian connection ,* but
Choiseul was already rebuilding the French navy and
the discontent in America could be used to add to
England's troubles* No wonder, then, that England
wanted an ally. The "aristocratic licentiousness"**"*
of^^oli sh government put her beyond the pale of
English commercial and political interest. Hence,
Buckinghamshire was instructed to offer the Tsarina
His Majesty's congratulations" in an election conducted
with such unanimity and quiet, contrary to the usages
* Carlyle, viii,45 **Phillips, : Histo ry of Poland
, 66
*a nd^6eniilar^^4tTS* Ir ai.e! S- ^^d ^ _£iu s s i a^_S w e d en
***Alliance of 1756.
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of former times, reflected great honor upon the
wisdom and honor of Her Imperial Majesty, and gave
an agreeable prospect that it will contribute to
strengthen public tranquility and preserve the
balance of power so necessary to the peace and repose
of Europe*"* As long as there was a possibility of
friendship, Russia might interfere at will and
England would approve the strength placed in the
scales against France*
Buckinghamshire did not achieve the
desired alliance* The Stamp Act was repealed and
Pitt took up the reins of government again* Chatham
was zealous in his efforts for a northern alliance*
His instructions to Sir Andrew Mitchell August'S, 1766
leave no doubt as to the earnestness of his proposal:
"Resolved, that His Majesty be advised to
take the proper measures for forming a triple defen-
sive alliance, for the maintaining of the public
tranquility, in which the Crown of Great Britain, the
Empress of Russia, and the King of Prussia to be the
original contracting parties; with provision for
inviting to accede thereto the Crowns of Denmark and
Sweden, and the States General, together with such
of the German or other powers as the original
contracting parties shall agree upon, and .as are
not engaged in the family compact of the House of
Bourbon*
"
Sir George Macartney, British ambassador
Molloy, 555
Chatham Correspondence
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at Petersburg, wrote as follows to Sir Andrew
Mitchell on July 22, 1766, regarding Russian attitudes:
”You are already acquainted with the
political system of this court; which is to form a
strong and solid combination amongst the powers of
the North, sufficient to counterbalance the dangerous
union of the courts of Madrid and Bourbon; for this
purpose, the empress of Russia concluded a treaty
of alliance with His Prussian Majesty, in March 1765»
She has very effectually colSperated with us in
overturning the French influence inSweden and has
proposed to the Court of Denmark, that they should
change their system, and instead of depending on
France, as they have done for several years past,
attach themselves to our interest, united with other
great powers of the North*" M* Panin is convinced
“that his plan can neither be solid nor perfect, if
Great Britain be not a partner to it* The project
of a defensive alliance between thetwo courts was
long since transmitted to London, and, except in
one article, seemed to be very agreeable to the king
and his ministers. Russia insists that the casu s
f
o
ed eri
8
shall extend to a Turkish war, which is a
point our court declares inadmi s sabl e , and the affair
rests so at present*"*
The last phrase contains the crux of the whole cit-
ation as far as England was concerned* England con-
sidered Turkey to be a French interest of three
hundred years standing ( 1525)» and one that did not
concern her nearly as much as Sweden or Denmark.
Needless to say, no alliance was consum-
mated* Great Britain believed that her ill-repute
at the Russian court was due to Prussian influence*
Mitchell Manuscripts*
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The King agreed with Chatham in his note ot‘ August 1)
1766 "that the only practicable road towards a
happy issue in this negotiation must be opened and
smoothed by the court of Berlin#"*
The alliance failed but Macartney did suc-
ceed in having an Ang 1 o-Rus si an commercial treaty
ratified at Petersburg (1766-67) which extended the
privileges of British subjects, reduced the duties
upon imports, etc. Nevertheless, the perverseness
of Catherine's humor made her treat Macartney "un-
ceremoniously" while dealing most partially with the
nation he represented.* *
It was to the interest of both Catherine
and Frederic to promote anarchy in Poland. A strong
monarchy would lessen the influence of both. More-
over, both needed a lever for use against Poland
which would not only be serviceable against that
miserable country but which would enhance their pop-
ularity at home. This was especially necessary in
the Tsarina's case* Peter III had been deposed
(with a little urging on his wife's part) by a quasi-
national movement against his foreign inclinations.
^Chatham Correspondence, iii, 59*
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Catherine was determined to be all-Russian* Nothing
could be as provocative as a religious championship:
it would incite the Roman zeal o?s5in^Poland and would
make Catherine a heroine, if not a saint, in Russia*
Catherine took up the cause of the Greek
Orthodox while Frederic espoused that of the Protest-
ants in Poland. * Poland needed constitutional
reform to live: Russia desired hegemony in an anarch-
ic Poland. Catherine promised reforms after the
"Dissidents'* had been reestablished on a plane of
political equality with the Roman Catholics. There
were few Dissidents (advantageously placed) and many
Catholics. In February, 1765 Panin instructed
Repnin that he must be prepared to support the
Dissidents with soldiers who were to be quartered up-
on the Polish Catholics. The fury of the Catholics
rose when the troops were quartered upon bishops
and magnates. Under Russian protection the Dis-
sidents formed confederations at Kadom and Rlucz.
In 1767 the Confederation of Radom petitioned to
Catherine to guarantee the national liberties of
Poland, protect the Dissidents, and contract a
- 86
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protective alliance with the Republico* It is only
just to Repnin to say that he heartily despised the
work he was compelled to do to accomplish the Russo-
Polish Treaty of 1767«**
Scarcely had Catherine and Frederic finish-
ed congratulating each other when alarming news came
from the Ukraine* The Confederation of Bar had
been formed. It was a popular protest of outraged
national pride, organized without money or influence.
Fortunately, from their point of view, unfortunately
it proved to be* ••they appealed to the Turks for
protection from the Russians. For centuries Poland
had protected Christian Europe from the recurring
onslaughts of the Osmanli Mohammedans* As late as
I 685 Sobieski had rescued Vienna from the heathen;
yet Austria lifted no defending hand in gratitude.
The Turks and Poles were both the objects of covetous
eyes. Perhaps the patriots imagined that, whereas
France could not defend Poland alone, if the Turks
attacked Russia in their behalf, Austria might fear
Russian encroachment on her southern frontier
and Austria and France might support the Ottomans.
Bain, Slavonicinclaent . . . somethe Diet agalns
Rambaud, ii, 912
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At least they could think of no better plan*
Historians have condemned the impulsiveness of the
Confederation of Bar as a direct cause of the Parti-
tion? however, a desperate nation siezes at a
single straw and in a less selfish age Western
out
Europe might have stretched«a helping hand.
Sad to relate, the only nation which
realized the danger was France and she was in no
position to do anything but pull diplomatic wires.
What Choiseul could do, he did. Franjois Etienne
de Stainville, due de Choiseul, the last great states-
man of the old French monarchy, was in charge of her
foreign affairs from 1758 to 1770. Choiseul had
the wiles of Richelieu but not his resources. The
Austrian alliance was a tremendous drain on French
finances. France could not support a war single-
handed even if she had not been hampered by the
Austrian alliance. Catherine had never been too
gracious to the French as a nation though as individ-
uals she thought them quite charming.
The Due seems to have been the first to
recognize the seriousness of Catherine's pretensions.

Hence, when the Empress dictated her will to helpless
Poland in 1767, Choiseul directed Vergennes at Consti-
nople to urge a Turco-Rus si an war* He was not un-
mindful of the feebleness of the Ottoman Empire, but,
like the other eighteenth century materialists, he
believed that the Turks had enough vitality to deplete
Russia's r esources • . . *00 matter how the war ended*
Vergennes had considerable influence with the Divan*
He warned it that Turkey's fate was entangled with
that of Poland* The Porte had already been solicit-
ed by the Confederation of Bar* The decisive note
was sounded by Russia herself: At the end of 1768,
a band of dossacks pursued some confederates across
the Turkish frontier and destroyed the town of Galta*
The Grand Vizier delivered an ultimatum to the Russian
ambassador, Obryezko, threatening war if Russia did
not withdraw her 4o,ooo troops from Poland and
cancel her guarantee of 1767** Simultaneously,
Choiseul offered to send French officers to lead a
Polish army and offered 000,000 livres to any
party which could place a French candidate on the
Polish throne*
* B a i n , Slavonic Europe
, p* 5S9*«**Lord, p. 51*
Evers ley. The Partition s of Pol and
, p. ^9 » 4o, etc
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The Polish and the Turkish were no longer
separate problems; they were fused into the East-
ern Question which was to become a chronic inter-
national European crisis.
Prussia was Russia’s ally and she punctil-
liously paid the subsidies promised according to
their treaty.* She paid and Krederic II held his
breath and waited. Prussia was not a cordial ally.
A war with Austria formed no part of Frederic's
plans at this time. Russia was successful by sea
and by land. Austria grew restless and looked to-
ward the Danube.
England alone was friendly to Russia. The
fact that France was supporting Turkey no doubt
increased Russian popularity. England was only bound
to Russia by a grudgihg commercial treaty, yet she
performed all the services of an ally.** The Russian
fleet was officered by Englishmen. A British
admiral could serve in the Russian Admiralty on
"leave of absence" from his native fleet. ***Twenty
Russian sai 1- of- the- 1 ine went to the levant and re-
fitted at Spithead. Russian soldiers rested on
Cambridge Modern History, vi , 750
**I)ropmore Papers, ii, 45.* .Ewart to Pitt
Mahan, influence of Sea Power on the French Revolut ion , i , 11-
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English shores; English sergeants drilled them*
When damaged, Russian boats were repaired and re-
fitted in English dockyards. And Englishmen piloted
the journey and secured the courtesies of an English
fleet to the Russian. Choiseul prepared to despatch
a French fleet to hinder Russian progress in the
Mediterranean. England informed both Versailles
and Madrid that she would regard unfriendliness to-
ward Russia as hostility to herself.* Elphinstone
was really responsible for the victory credited to
Orlov at Tchesme in 1770.
Meanwhile, in the midst of victory (1770-71)
j
Catherine was disturbed by the attitude of Prussia
and by famine and lack of provision at home. Kaunitz
sent threatening notes to Petersburg. Thugut formed
an Austro-Turki sh alliance at Constantinople. This
alliance forced Russia to meet the Turkish delegates
at Focsiani (Uuly) in Moldavia. Her terms were
too harsh and another conference was held at Buchar-
est (October). Catherine was ready for peace
because she feared a war with Sweden would be in-
evitabl^n account of the revolution of 1772....**
^The,ter;m "revolution” had no unpleasant connotation
until after the French Revolt simp ly meant anychange in government.
Malmesbury, i, 256.
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coup d'etatof Gustavua III*
The Peace of Ku tchuk- Kainard j i was finally
concluded July 21, This treaty was as im-
portant to Russia in the affairs of the Balkans as
was in Poland*
the Polish treaty of 1767*# Hill says that it
“gave to the Eastern Question an entirely new aspect"
for it gave to Russia " perpetual right of inter-
vention as the guardian of the religious interests
of the Orthodox Greek Church*"**
At the same time Catherine halfvery busy
with the First Partition of Poland* At the begin-
ning of her reign she had been faced with two
possibl'e alternatives in her scheme for dominating
Poland: either she could allow Poland to keep her
integrity and control her with the eventual object
of total absorption, or she could divide this third
largest country of Europe among her neighbors* The
disadvantage of the second plan was that Catherine
was not strong enough to appropriate al^l^ of Poland
and she hated to share anything* Von Sybel points
out in this connection that Catherine "was always
the last to make up her mind and that she could
pastern Question,
**Hill, A H istory of Diplomacy, etc*^ iii, 678*

truly say that she never would have carried out
the measure but for the pressure of the German Powers. '
He adds, "She consented to it because she was obliged
to do so."* All this seems to have been true:
Catherine as an adept actress who could simulate
reluctance while green with desire. Professor Lord
points out that Catherine would not have admitted
partition if she could have kept the Republic
intact for herself. One of Catherine's good qualitie
waH that she always knew just how far she could go.
The whole was impossible and quite out of the
question; therefore, her problem was to secure the
largest slice she could. Hence, it is a mistake to
believe that the idea of partition was repugnant
to her.**
Prussia's dilemma regarding the Turkish
War was urgent. If the successes of Russia contin-
ued. ..and all signs pointed to complete victory
after Tch e sm e • . • Au s t r i a would declare war upon Russia.
The alliance between Russia and Prussia acknowledged
such an event as a casus foederis for Prussian mili-
tary support. Now Frederic felt the pangs of land-
* Von Syb el
,
* * B a sea on
* * * Ever s 1 ey
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hunger as well as Catherine A Turkish war would
not only be useless but actually harmful to Prussia.
What gain could she possibly receive? One fought
a war in the eighteenth century to get something.
Both Austria and Russia could use land in Turkey.
Frederic preferred Poland.
The claims which the three despoilers
unctiously drew up were no more than "scraps of
paper."* That Catherine's foreign policy was
motivated by Rurik and Vladimir, or even Ivan, was
a farce.** Prussia took the Teutonic Knights from
off the family tree to substantiate her claim.
And Maria Theresa was the laughing-stock of Europe
because she wept and snatched at the same time
with no fairy-tale claim at all. These three
took approximately a third of Poland's territory and
a third of her population while all the world
wondered, but sat complacently with folded hands.
The project which had long been in the air as a
calamity which might possibly happen, but which
probably never would, had actually been completed
by the three powers of which Casimir had prophesied
*Eversley, 56
**Ivan III claimed Lithuania in 150^ in a letter to
to A 1 exand er • . . . . Klu ch e V sky ii, l4.
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long before* Europe was not unprepared for the shock:
perhaps that is an explanation for her apathy.
In a later day Lecky wrote:
"It is difficult to exaggerate the extent to which |
it shook the political system, lowered the public
morals, and weakened the public law of Europe: for
it was an example of strong Powers conspiring to
plunder a feeble power, with no more regard for honor,
or honesty, or the mere decency of appearances than
is shown by a burglar or a footpad."*
The attitude of England is a typical example
of how prejudice, if pursued to its logical end » tinges
every occurrence with its rancor. The Annual
Register for 1772 shows that England saw no warning
of danger from those eastern powers who actually
benefitted by the Partition, but was concerned only
with the reaction of Prance:
"France must behold with the greatest un-
easiness a new arrangement of power, which threatens
totally to unhinge the ancient system of Germany and
the North By the lead which she had
for so many years assumed in the affairs of Europe,
she had acquired a habit of being looked up to, and
by the address and dexterity of her ministers. All
negociation and intrigue seemed to originate from them.
It must, therefore, be very galling, exclusive of
all other considerations, to see a measure of so ex-
traordinary a nature adopted and neatly executed with-
her participation or consent."
Burke was troubled lest the bug-bear of the
Lecky v, 217*
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balance of power theory be disturbed, but he was
not at all concerned with the practical application
so long as France did not profit thereby. The
Partition, he said, “was to be considered as the
first great breach in the modern political system
of Europe •
”
In 1775 "the Annual Register was still con-
templative as to whether Russia had secured any
real advantage.
"It still remains to be seen, whether itwas a wise
policy in Russia, to attempt increasing the bulk of
that vast empire, by adding new conquests to those
boundless and i 1 1- cu 1 ti vat ed regions which she al-
ready po s 8 e s s e 8 •
"
*
Two interesting memoranda were made by
George III at this time. They are worth noting
because they conflicted with the common thought
of that day and presag^the sentiments of the
Younger Pitt. It must be remembered, however, that
the confident and somewhat patronizing attitude
toward France was written before the American
R evolution
:
4 October 1772
"The estimate that circulates at Hamburgh
of the Revenues which the Powers concerned in the
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partition of Poland may draw from their new
A c qui si ti ona
:
For Russia German Gui 1 d er s • i Jii420 , 470
" Prussia 2,226,265 " " ..J/296,861
besides advantages drawn from com"'erce
" Austria 272,096«»**» ^169,615
besides the revenues to be drawn from
the salt pits
.
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st< r ling
\
(Written on the back of Lord Suffolk's letter*)*
Memo r andum on the Partition of Poland
(King's handwriting.)
"The very extraordinary phenomenon of a
coalition of the Courts of Vienna, Petersburg, and
Berlin to take what may suit their separate conven-
ience of the Kingdom of Poland, is so subversive of
every idea of their mutual jealousies, and of the
balance of Europe that it of necessity must give
rise to very extraordinary alliances amongst the
other Powers:
"Poland carries on a considerable trade
with Great Britain for stuffs and cloth, this must
inevitably be greatly diminished as the above powers
have manu f a c tur i e 8 and therefore will at least lay
heavy duties on the importations of these manufact-
ures if not entirely prohibit them.
"The Dutch received a considerable quantity
of Commerce which they retailed to great ad vantage *•»
*
this must also cease.
"France will find also a diminution of its
trade but more particularly in the Levant if Russia
obtains the Navigation of the Black Sea.
"These three powers will certainly sooner
or later be induced to unite and when opportunities
arise which the jealousiesof Austria and Prussia
cannot fail perhaps within a short time to give birth
to, then an Alliance may be formed which may extri-
cate Poland from the Tyranny that now seems impending.
Catherine's sympathies during the American
Revolution were definitely anti-British and pro-
Corr esDond ence of George III* ii. No. 1159
-vw * ii. No. 1180
Great Britain made no formal sign of interference unti
Prussia , laid, claims to the port of Dant zi g . . . wi thd r ew
.
when she was guaranteed her Former commercirights by the Edict of May, 1774. ..see Hill, iii,675.
al

c olonial • . ‘not that she really cared anything about
either the Americans or their ideas of government*
She was interested in the colonial revolt in its
English and European aspects* England had reached
the zenith of possession at the Treaty of Paris.
Her aggrandisement was unfavorable to Russia. It
hurt Catherine’s vanity to know that the British fleet
was mistress of the waves and must inevitably contin-
ue to be so while she owned colonies on the seven
seas. During this period of stress England acutely
needed Russian support. Four belligerent nations,
including the three greatest sea powers, would have
strained the resources of Russia let alone the
island kingdom. It was during this time that
England made the most ingratiating and humble pleas
for Russian help. Catherine must have chuckled to
her favorites as she watched Harris's discomfiture.
As early as June ^0, 1775 she predicted
the independence of America “even in my life-time."*
In her private correspondence she openly admitted
that the colonies were right. While it is doubt-
ful if Catherine had ever travelled much, she had
Colder, F.
"American
A
. ,
Catherine II and the American Revolution
Historical Review xxi...l915 and 1916, pp92- >6
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the "large_ view" when it came to politics and re-
garded the British as exceedingly narrow and insular.
She kept constantly in touch with affairs in America
in a round-robin sort of way: she corresponded with
Baron Grimn, who corresponded with a friend in Phila-
delphia who sometimes saw Benjamin Franklin*
The first hint of Catherine's intentions
toward England is amusing. The British desired to
hire Russian mercenaries for Canada. Lord Suffolk
wrote to Gunning on June
^
0
, 1775 requesting him to
find out by "delicate" means whether Russia would
let England have infantry. Gunning was as vague
in his request as Catherine and Panin were in their
replies. However, Gunning assumed that Russia
would. The King addressed an autographed letter
to the Empress. The request was refused. Catherine
was very gracious and apparently cont r i t e . * . she was
sorry but both she and Panin had understood Gunning
to say troops for Spain instead of America.* More
than that, she di ctat ed her reply to George III.
"She has not had the civility to answer in her own
hand and has thrown out some expressions that may
* Golder, Catherine II and the American Revolution.
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be civil to a Russian Ear but certainly not to a
more civilized one,”* wrote His Majesty in a burst
of righteous choler*
The English ambassador, James Harris, after-
ward Earl of Malmesbury, was instructed to make
both an offensive and defensive alliance with Russia.
Harris was a favorite ambassador with both the King
and his various ministers. He was suave and elegant,
young and enthusiastic. He was admirably suited for
the Petersburg post where an Ariadne was needed to
guide a mortal man through the torturous labyrinth
of the Tsarina's vagaries and fancies. It was
impossible to be too diplomatic in the diplomacy
of Catherine's court and it seems perfectly evident
that she regarded Harris with more respect than
the rest of the British nation.**
The European situation in 1778 was critical:
England was at war with her colonies; France was
about to declare war on her openly; Russia was
expecting that the annual Turkish trouble might possibly
lead to war. Harris proposed that England and
Russia should attack France; however, it was stip-
* Correspondence of George III
,
iii. No. 1757 (to Lord No
**Temperly, Harold, Frederic the Great and Kaiser Joseph
ncc: .
-
-itical e ^ •
.mes Dury
.
th)
of the work

ulated that the Ruaaians should not be obliged to
fight the Americans nor the English fight the Turks.
r
Catherine refused without conferring with the English
ambassador and made her answer "sufficiently explicit.
Harris wrote more informally to Sir William Frazer,
U nd er- S e cr e t ary to Suffolk; "The friendship of this
country partakes of its climate*. .a clear brilliant
sky, with a cold freezing atmosphere; all words and
no deeds; empty professions, and shuffling evasions."
The indecision and irresolution manifested
in England had an evil effect upon her reputation
on the continent. Catherine believed that Eng-
land would be def eated ... .hoped for it. ...and would
not ally herself with a losing cause unless Turkey
could be involved. If England had agreed to
the Russian conditions, there is great likelihood
that the Second Turkish War would have occurred in
1778. Harris wrote to his father that until
England could give stronger proofs of "being in a
vigorous and nervous system" Russian support was
out of the question.***
Not only was Catherine cold to petitions
^
Malmesbury Diaries,
*
"
" »
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.H. to Suffolk, May 21, 111778
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for friendship, but she showed herself actively
hostile to Britain by the adoption of the plan of
"Armed Neutrality • War by sea had always been
aimed not only against the warships of the enemy but
also at her commerce* In general it was held that:
( l) the enemy's property was fair booty and that a
neutral ship was to be protected* But what was. to
be done if the enemy's goods sailed under a neutral
flag? (2)It had been agreed that no neutral might
supply either party with war supplies* What was the
definition of contraband goods? ( 5 ) No neutral
could demand free access into a blockaded port* When
was a blocade effective?**
Naturally the strongest naval power had
decided the questions. Since the end of the seven-
teenth century, Englishmen had laid down the law in
favor of the belligerent power* "A neutral vessel,
they maintained, must submit to search and the
siezure of the hostile property found upon it;
contraband goods were not only arms but materials
for shipbuilding and warlike implements; a block-
ade came into existence immediately after it was
^d’o^^ed^as Sef^p^ tAePiggot & Ormond, Documentary Histor
N eutral ity
. 1780-1800.
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declared."*
In 1780 Russia protested against the curtail-
ment of neutral commerce and laid down a new code of
sea-laws. She denied the right of search; narrowed
the definition of contraband goods; maintained that
a harbor could only be closed by means of an armed
force. Denmark, Sweden and Austria joined her in
protecting their commercial interests; while Holland
was encouraged to deny the succor^ she was bound to
give England by the treaty of 1716. England was
alone*. .and opposed to four enemies.
It was a weary and useless round that
Harris made in the Russian capitol. Panin intimated
the Tsarina’s intentions as early as December, 1778.** '
Catherine was so gracious to Harris in February that
he felt he was^being mi s 1 ed * * In June, 1779 Spain
declared war on England and Catherine read about it
it the newspaper
s
.** Panin was negligent and quite
openly derisive of England’s necessity. Potemkin
was occupied with grandiose schemes for an Eastern
Empire and was zealously infecting the Empress with
the id ea
.
* * **H e was the one possible influence.
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however, for he was not inclined toward France and
he hated Panin. So the genteel and manly Harris
joined Potemkin's coterie and was received in the
bare-legged and night-capped intimacy of the favor-
ite's dressing room.*
A quite sincere friendship sprang up
between the two men, but no good came of it to England
Th^mpress was determined that the "Armed Neutrality"
should continue for her pride's sake, but, since
Britain was humbled, she promised that it should
become an "armed nullity" as far as she was con-
cerned . * *
Toward the end of 1780 England's isolation
was extremely dangerous. Lord Stormont sent a
despatch to Sir James dated October 28th instructing
him to discover whether it would be of any use to
hold out to Her Imperial Majesty "some object worthy
of her ambition" which would "increase her commerce
and naval strength" and induce the Empress to
conclude an alliance with Great Britain "making
the present war a c asus foederi
s
" and assisting
England "t otis viribus against France, Spain and
^dlar^e'^^^^s si a^s^Sea Power, 59 • • • Jane , The Imperial
Russian Navy , 8/.
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our revolted colonies*** Sir James anticipated the
action of his government and the minute of the Cabinet
of December 11 crossed a letter from him saying that
Potemkin believed that the Empress would consider
nothing less than Minorca.* England was to cede
Minorca to Russia in return for actual service
r end ered » . . the restoration of peace between Great
Britain, Prance and Spain upon the basis of the
Treaty of Paris (1762); the French were to evacuate
the colonies; no stipulation was to be made in
regard to '*His Maje8ty*s rebellious subjects."
In addition to mediation a "perpetual defensive al-
liance between Great Britain and Russia was to be
signed on the same day as the cession of the island."*'
On January 26th, 1781 Harris joyfully
wrote that "the Empress accepts with the greatest
satisfaction the proposition of co-mediation with
the Court of Vienna."*** However, the suggestions of
Catherine did not please any of the parties concern-
ed. England would not make peace if the colonies
were included in the negotiation and France would
not lay down arms if they were not
.
* * * *Mor eover
,
*In
& C
a letter of August, ^1782 Harris, said that he thought
essfon^pf such rmportance might better be made to
riend than to an enemy. °
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Russia declined to enter into any association
with Great Britain until after the conclusion of a
peace in which she figured as mediatrix** Potemkin’s
comment upon her decision was that the Empress had
a longing for Minorca, but not courage enough to
fulfill the conditions necessary to obtain it.**
The following letter from Harris to Hugh
Elliot, British ambassador at Copenhagen is too
sharp to be absolutely reliable but it is a classic
description of Russia, the Russians and their
Tsarina in 1780:
"Now for a word on this country: you
know its extent, its high reputation. • .nothing but
great deeds are done in it.
"The monarch is an errant. ..a vain, spoilt
woman... with more masculine than manly virtues, and
more female vices than weaknesses. The men in
high life, monkeys grafted on bears; and those
in lower, bears not inoculated. Religion, virtue,
and morality, nowhere to be found; honor cannot be
expressed in this language. There is no reward for
good actions, though immense liberality, ill bestowed;
no punishment for any crimes. The face of the
country in this neighborhood is a desert; the
climate never made to be lived in. The Russians
are, in my opinion, very great, because they are
inaccessible; and from the mere local advantages of
being able to furnish other nations with more articles
than they need receive from them."***
In addition to these antagonistic actions,
Russia placed crushing duties upon most articles of
*Malme8bu'ry i, 5^9* ••note in Empress's handwriting.
" i, 5^0, Harris to Stormont, July 15, 1781
***Minto, A Memoir of the Right Honorable Hugh Elliot,
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English produce and passed a navigation 1 swl wnl ch
cut off her profitable carrying trade between Russia
and southern Europe** Even Stormont was of the
opinion that the Empress had done everything within
her power to hinder Great Britain and increase her
difficulties: "happy would it have been for this
country if, like an Eastern Monarch she had slept
on her throne*"** The manner in which the Court
received the "unpleasant news from America" clinched
its unfriendly attitude.***
Meanwhile, Maria Theresa of Austria died
(1780^» and Joseph II acquired full control of
imperial affairs. Catherine's ardor toward Prussia
grew gradually cooler after the First Partition
of Poland had been completed in 1775. Her eyes were
now directed to the South where a Prussian alliance
could not prove nearly as beneficial as an Austrian
in the dismemberment of Turkey* Joseph's imagina-
tion and his greed could keep pace with Catherine's
p 1 ans
.
* ***Shar ing mediation with the King of Prussia,
or, giving much thought to Great Britain at all irri-
tated the Empress whose attention was completely
^ ,
i, 415. •Harris toBain, Slavonic Europe
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devoted to the Crimean annexation: her prelude to
the grand overture of Ottoman destruction**
An English Coalition Ministry took control
and Fox was in charge of foreign affairs during the
short interval which preceded the advent of the
Younger Pitt. Catherine showed great preference to
»
Fox, and well she might* Fox's favorite scheme
of alliance with the Northern Powers and blind
venom against France fitted exactly with her plans
in the Crimea where France again, showed -distrust
of Russian imperialism* In 1782 Vergennes addressed
a confidential paper to Fox, asking him to join France
in remonstrating against the seixure of Crimea, but
Fox peremptorily declined and used his influence
in favor of Russia***
The Peace of Versailles was signed in 1785*
The position of England was vastly different from
what it had been twenty years earlier: she had been
defeated; her finances were depleted; her isolation
was complete* Perhaps her greatest asset was her
young Prime Mini st er • • * Wi 1 li am Pitt. He had the
acclamation of the people and possessed the inherent
>unt of Hrimean annexati
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potentialities which England needed most*«»hard
financial sense and a broad outlook* Both these
qualities were indicated during the first year of
his ministry-by his attitude toward the public
debt and revenue, and by the preparation for an
Anglo-French commercial treaty in the peace negoti-
ations.
No part of the policy of the Younger
Pitt is more remarkable than that which led to this
agreement.* The argument that it was “weak and
foolish" to consider France the "natural and un-
alterable enemy" of England, that the "quarrels
between France and England had not only too long con-
tinued to harrass those two great nations themselves
but had frequently embroiled the peace of Europe"
was rank heresy.** The treaty not only demonstrated
that Pitt was a follower of Adam Smith, but it
showed that prejudice would not hamper the cool
function of his reason. The treaty did not have
much opportunity to test its economic merits, but
it was clear gain in the improvement of free inter-
course between the two nations. Without doubt it
Hansard, Parliamentary History
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helped avert^during the Dutch Netherlands trouble
of 1787* That question was acute in 1786 and it
is to Pitt's credit that he pressed on a negotiation
which promised to dull the rivalry between the two
nations by commercial contact* Indirectly, also *
the success of England and Prussia in Holland led
to the formation of the Triple Alliance which
played an important role in European hiiory from
1788-91
•
It had seemed in 1775 that the crisis
of the Revolution in Sweden combined with the crisis
in the East might lead to a general European war*
Catherine's appetite was insatiable and by no means
limited in geographical extent* She and the King
of Prussia had a sort of tacit understanding whereby
they intended to interfere in the government of
Sweden since their efforts in Poland had proved
so satisfactory. It was to their advantage to
maintain the existing weak government* When
Gustavus III secured kingly prerogatives by the
coup d'etat of 1772, Catherine and Frederic were
sadly disconcerted* However, affairs in Poland
Rose, J* H*, Grea t Bri tain and the Put
"American Historical ri e vi ew , " xi v (nol
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were still uneasily critical so they decided not
to interfere; moreover, the general discontent in
Russia was culminating toward the Pugachev Rebellion*
Carlyle has called Gustavus III "a shining
sort of man.“ He caught the imagination of the
people* In the language of that day, his plans
were “chimerical*" His object, however, was to
secure Sweden a place in the sun and the fate of
Poland was before hie eyes* he intrigued constantly
with every court of Europe and, with the nonchalant
conscience of a condottiere, he made the best
bargain he could* His plans may not always have
been the wisest, but at least he focussed the atten-
tion of Europe upon Sweden and by so doing saved
her fr om ®?gnomini ou s absorption by Russia and
D enmark *'
France had been indirectly defeated in
Poland and Turkey* Hence, it was quite natural
that she take a hand in the affairs of Sweden when
Bernstorff's Russian sympathies made a close
connection between Denmark and Russia possible*
A convention (1784) exchanging the free use of the

port of Gottenburg for a small French island in the
West Indies alarmed the courts of London, Peters-
burg and Copenhagen* Notes were exchanged between
Simolin and Carmarthen agreeing upon a combined
effort lest France establish a predominant influence
at Stockholm.* The British government was as
gratified by the co’6peration of Russia as that the
attempts of France had been foiled.**
England had always resented the F'ranco-
Austrian league of 1756. Her foreign ministers
had striven in vain to alienate the two courts.
The new alliance between Austria and Russia, with
the consequent coolness between Russia and Prussia,
tended to incline the latter and England toward
each other* Both England and Prussia would have
preferred an alliance together or singly with
Russia; however, Russia seemed to prefer Austrian
companionship and the treaty of 1756 still held.
When the constitutional conflict broke out in Holland,
England feared French encroachment. There was a
strong family tie between the ruling house of Orange
and Frederic William, recently crowned King of
tLeed's Memoranda
,
p
.
106-108
*
. A , compl ete account of this^is to be fpund inBam s, Gu stavus II I an d H i s C ontempora ries.
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Prussia** Hence, the interests of England and
Prussia met on Dutch soil in opposition to France.
The trouble in the Netherlands arose, nom-
inally at least, from the conflicting claims of
William V, Stadtholder of the United Provinces,
and the Democrats, regarding his prerogatives and
the relationship between the central authority and
the seven provinces.** The attachment of France
to Holland was to be expected. The Dutch were
the second maritime nation of Europe; they had an
instinct for trade, especially eastern trade, and
France had lost India to England (1756); moreover,
the Dutch had been French allies during the late war.
The only other ally France had was Austria and
Joseph and Catherine were preoccupied in mutual
admiration of their Turkish plans.
On the other hand, the traditional
policy of England toward the land across the
Channel had opposed the b el gi c- B avar i an scheme of
Kaunitz, not only because the barrier was of itself
important, but Austria and France were allied. Sir
James Harris wrote that the barrier had "ever been
**Roee, J. H., The Mission of Wm . Grenville to the
1909 .Hague and VersaITTes, 1 76 / , “ Engl i sh historical Re vi ew
,

deemed essential to the interests of Europe and
to those of England in particular; but it is
destroyed the moment the Low Countries either belong
to France directly or are governed by a sovereign
devoted to her influence."
Toward the end of 1785 Holland and France
signed a treaty. England protested but would not
go to war alone. France gained influence; in 1786
the Stadtholder was insulted. Zealand offered to
secede from the federation if England would guarantee
protection. The English cabinet offered support if
the Prince of Orange would lead a party. At the
climax of the situation Frederic the Great died.
Frederic William wavered: he could not quite make
up his mind to join England in a forceful programme,
yet the letters of his sister were appealing. At
last the courageous Princess of Orange made the
famous trip from Mineguen to the Hague end was de-
tained against her will.* In August came the news
of the Second Turkish War. Frederic William
decided and signed an Anglo-Prus sian convention
for intervention in favor of the Stadtholder. On
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September 15 the British cabinet gave orders for the
war fleet and the Prussian army entered Holland in
three columns* The Dutch resistance simply
evaporated# On October 2 Grenville wrote from
Paris that the French would not interfere. *
The treaties between England and Holland
and between Holland and Prussia were signed on
April 15, 1788.***The Angl o-Pru s si an treaty was
still to be completed. Harris was the ideal
ambassador for such a negotiation. The romantic
story of Loo reads like fiction: how Harris bribed
the doorman to see the King alone... how fetes and
fireworks and a grand ball gave pleasure to the
guests.. .how the King called Harris from dancing to
walk with him upon the bal cony .. .how Harris and
Alvensleben hurried home and sat up all night to
draft a treaty. Thus, Prussia and the Maritime
Nations made a united stand in favor of the status quo«
The Triple Alliance of 1788 was of prime
importance in European affairs during the three
seething and intriguing years that followed. The
other
immensity of the French Revolution dwarfed all.things
tnd Pitt and the
concise account of the whole matter in Lecky, v,76-
* Keith, M emoir
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and the doings of Pitt's achievement in the field
of foreign politics has been lost in the folds of
history* The desire of the Triple Alliance was the
law of Europe for a time: it made peace between
Austria and Turkey at Sistovo (l79l); made war un-
necessary between England and Spain over Nootka
Sound (179C-); saved Sweden from Russia and Denmark
(1788); indirectly forced the Peace of Varala be-
tween Sweden and Russia ( 1790'^* Yet it was powerless
before the French Revolution, impotent in the
"Russian Armament" of 1791 » and it bound England so
closely to Holland that it was the ultimate cause
for her entry into the great continental war in 1795*
Pitt's peace project, of which the Triple
Alliance was to form the nucleus, never materialized*
Denmark, in spite of an enforced neutrality, clung
to her alliance with Russia* Sweden made a better
bargain with the Tsarina than with the allies at
Varala* Russia had her will with Turkey at Jassy*
Russia, Prussia and Austria changed int er- changed
loyalties to suit the eighteenth century conception
of Bismarck's real politique: the arch political
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crime of that century of crimes was committed and
Poland's name was erased from the map of Europe*
These failures were inherent in the
alliance from its birth. Such a combination
fuictions and endures as it meets the interests of
the contracting parties. Perhaps the strongest
chain which binds human beings and nations together
is 8 el f- pr e 8 er vat i on . . • f ear of a common enemy. Eng-
land hated and feared France; Prussia hated and
was jealous of Austria. The affairs of i'rance did
not concern Prussia while Great Britain considered
Austria as a natural, if ungrateful, ally. That
Austria should not receive any territory from the
Turkish War unless Prussia could be compensated
elsewhere was a vital matter.* The existence of
the balance of power as an all-European safe-guard
was an obsession with England; that small nations
should be secured from the hungry empires was a
sincere desire on the part of Pitt and Carmarthen.
The two states might combine for the moment to
attain some common end or to face an immediate danger
which affected both, but there was no real basis for
Crimea; Austria was to restor e^Galicia to Poiand;Poland was to cede JJantzig and Thorn tp Prussia in re-turn for Galicia;
„ Austria was^ to_r ecei ye Moldavia andWallachia Tsever friendship with Russia;; Prussia
was to engage in war for sake of Turkey and Sweden ( a] lies) .
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a permanent system** Holland seemed to be detached
from both Prussia and England: she desired only to
be let alone and allowed to ply a lucrative trade*
Before attempting to deal with the efforts
of the alliance in reaction to the imperial designs
of Catherine, one other observation seems apparent*
The Triple Alliance was not aggressive, nor did it
aim, in the first place, to assume a dictatorial
attitude toward Russia* The alliance had the
peaceful intent of maintaining the status quo among
both big and little nations*** Territorial aggrandise
ment did not enter into the calculations of Pitt,
and Holland was not interested* The Hertzberg Plan,
whereby Prussia tried to use the alliance as a lever
toward securing an Austro-Rus sian-Turki sh peace for
the profit of Prussia, was negatived by Pitt* When
Catherine determined to pursue her policy of expan-
sion in all directions at the expense of Sweden,
Poland and Turkey, Pitt initiated that idea which was
later to develop into an Anglo-French attack in the
Crimean War* Thus, the revulsion of the wheels of
the French monarchy at this particular time forced
* L o d g e , Great Britain and Prussia in th e iQth Cen tury
**Diplomatic Instruction (l)enmark)
,
iii, 215***Pitt
to Hugh Elliot, July 1, 1788*
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England to assume the role of Turkish protector
which had been played by her rival for three hundred
years .*
The year 1787 was decisive* Catherine II
made a progress to the Crimea and revelled in the
fantasy of becoming an eastern potentate* "This
way lies Byzantium" was a clever ruse whereby
Potemkin hoped to flatter the vainglorious Empress
into sympathy for the still mental Kingdom of Dacia,**
over which he expected to rule, 9nd to encourage the
ambition of establishing the long-lost Greek Empire
for the infant, Constantine* Joseph II of Austria
and Stanislaus of Poland re-polished their associa-
tion with the Tsarina by concrete offers of support
in the South* The ready-made shells of towns
looked very real from a distance and dazzled the two
kings as well as the Empress herself* Gorgeous and
prophetic as Potemkin's splendor might appear to
Joseph and Catherine, the effect produced on Abdul
Hamid I was conducive neither to pleasure nor
comfort* Stamboul looked upon Catherine's journey
as ominous and threatening**** Turkey had writhed
*^]^o^emkTn^^opl| *tp^^e*cFeale^ ruler of. the southernprovinces around Kiev, incluaing Moldavia and Wallachu
ne personally owned large properties in this region al:
eaual to a. principal ity . There were literally hundrei
of tnousandi or Poll sh*^ peasants on his estates*
***^m_* Pitt and Nationalism, 487*
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under Ku t chuk-Kainard j i for thirteen years and the
pride of the Moslems was restive*
The Russian crop for the year was a
failure* Bread was at famine prices* Bulgakov
was sent to bluster and lay claim to the Kingdom of
Georgia* Catherine expected to intimidate the Porte*
In August the Sultan struck* Bulgakov and his
suite were hurried off to the Seven Towers and the
Russian flag was insulted at Kinburn and Sevastopol.
So much for a Turkish declaration of war!
We are not concerned in the progress of
the war in terms of battles lost and won* The
first consequence of the outbreak of the Second
Turkish War which influenced England was the effect
it had upon the North* Gustavus III saw an
opportunity to retrieve part of the trans-Baltic
lands from Russia* So he set himself assiduously
to cultivate the friendship of his relative, the King
of Denmark* Not only that, but he allied himself
with the Sultan and received a yearly subsidy of
1,000,000 piastres** He appealed to England for
funds, as usual* Gustavus did not receive much
* William Pitt and Nation a lism, 498

encouragement from Copenhagen or London: Copenhagen
was firmly "bound to Russia by treaties and by
interest, and her policy was one of peace;* London
regarded Gustavus as a Don Quixote and "would not
go to war unless the balance of the Baltic Powers
were seriously endangered to the detriment of the
commercial states*"**
Gustavus was baffled, but he was determin-
ed* He tried to form an alliance with the King of
Denmark in the spring of 1788* Failing, he cast
the die alone* Denmark was not quite open in
her negotiations with Sweden* She did not reveal
the fact that her treaty with Russia obliged her to
arm against Sweden in case the latter attacked
her ally* Swedish troops assembled in Finland*
Copenhagen published a declaration that within a
month Prince Charles of Hesse would invade Sweden
from the Norwegian side* To add to his distress t
the soldiers in his army mutinied and Gustavus was
a prisoner in his own camp****The King managed to
escape from Finland and reached Stockholm where he
threw himself upon the mercy of the enthusiastic
*Hugh Elliot, 501
**Rose, Wm Pitt and the Nat*l, etc*
,
502; Lecky v,25C*
***Hugh Elliot, 505 , 504 *
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populace* The Norwegian attack rallied the people
about him ae a counterpoise to the insidious Russian
pr opagandao *
Catherine accused Frederic William
and Pitt of inciting Sweden against her, but the
Triple Alliance was more disgusted than pleased
at Gustavus's intrepidity*** Nevertheless, the Danish
declaration of hostility determined the alliance to
save Sweden from the folly of her king* The deter-
mination wasnot unselfish but governed by commercial
prospects; Denmark was the tool of Moscow and
none of the allies could afford to ae© the Baltic
converted into a "Russian lake*" Communications
were slow and Hugh Elliot, British ambassador at
Copenhagen, had to interpret the brief despatch***
"not to let Sweden be destroyed by any combination
of powers again sV^Tter • * * a ccor d ing to his own
d i scretion* ***Ewart
,
from Berlin, informed him of
Prussia's support and so enabled him to play a
daring game*
Elliot hurried to Sweden and pursued
the king who was wandering from place to place.
Hugh Ell To t
,
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trying to rouse hia unarmed peasants to the fighting-
point. Gustavus likened himself to James II of
Engl and . • • ” a victim to the ambitions of Russia,
the treachery of Denmark, and the factious treason
of his nobility."* Presuming upon his meagre
orders, Elliot replied confidently, "Sire, pretez-
moi votre couronne, je vous la rendrai avec lustrel"
A letter from the king dated October 2, 1788 ex-
pressed his gratitude:
"You cannot doubt that you are entitled
to be regarded by me with the feelings which make
me pray God may have you, Mr. Elliot, in his
holy keeping.
Your very affectionate,
Gu st avus .
"
Elliot's efforts to include Denmark in Pitt's
federative scheme were unsuccessful, but he did
secure her neitrality in the Ru s so-Swedi sh War.***
Meanwhile Catherine was hard pressed.
The Turkish campaign of 1788 did not begin until
late autumn and the only Russian victory was the
salvage of Kinburn* Austria entered the conflict
in that year and was poorly prepared to bear the
brunt of the fighting while the Russian troops
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settled the Swedish fiasco* Joseph II was ill
and worried by revolts in Hungary and Belgium. The
success of the Triple Alliance had gone to Prussia’s
head, and she was encouraging Poland to be obstrep-
erous with her ideas of independence and reform.
Moreover, that Triple Alliance was an unknown
quantity in Catherine's calculations; it might prove
a combination to be reckoned with. On the whole
the Russian situation in 1789 was exactly the
reverse of the Tsarina's plans. In 1787, amid the
picturesque surroundings of the South, Catherine
had planned for the united effort of the two empires
and Poland against the'Porte; in reality, Russia
alone was facing the Turk with divided forces,
while the unhappy Joseph lay dying and Poland was
making a last effort at self-preservation*
Catherine had been shocked by England's
cooperation with the German Furstenbund. The
Turkish War was not of the Tsarina's choosing this
time and in her fury she accused Pitt of inciting
both the Turks and the Swedes against her** The
English ambassador had requested a renewal of the
William Pitt and the Nat'l etc.. ’)12 . 482 .
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Commercial Treaty of 1766-67 perennially and Cath-
erine, with her evading ways, had let the matter
slide* Now she would show the tradesman-nation
that it did not pay to tamper with the affections
of an empress. Hence, with every sign of a direct
insult, she negotiated a commercial treaty with
France in January of 1787 transferring the privileges
of the most favored nation**
Catherine had no desire to open hostilities
with Engl and ... she did not dislike the English nation
enough to risk war from that quarter, even though
her dislike of Pitt grew apace.** She was simply
selfish and spiteful. It seems strange, being a
keen observer of her own and other people’s acts,
that she could have expected a repetition of
English attitude toward the First Turkish War in the
Second. Either she had an unexampled confidence
in the helpfulness of human nature or complete
contempt for English sensibility. However, Britain
did not drill her army, nor convoy her fleet.
Instead, the government forbade English companies
to equip or Englishmen to serve the Russian navy. The
*Rose, Wm. Pitt and the Nat’l etc., 458, 438.
**Segur, ii, 255, 266.
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Tsarina felt both the hardship and the tone of
Kingsley's Mrs* B e~ d on e- by- a s-y ou~d id in Pitt's
action* Moreover, British pride would not count-
enance that rascally scamp, John Paul Jones, and
those officers ?h om the government had allowed to
remain in the Baltic fleet refused to serve with
the American and the Russians were forced to send
him south* Pitt explained England's behavior as
befitting a neutral nation, but his insistence
upon good manners did not endear him to the Empress**
Suvarov's capture of Ochakov was the
only encouraging victory in 1789 * Catherine now
held the "key to the Danube" and her eyes were
already on the Dardanelles. If once ehe could
unlock that gate, her propaganda would stir the
Greeks to revolt and then****l** The sharp remark
about Pitt revealed the bitterness of her feeling
against the English Prime Minister as well as her
plans for the future: "As Mr* Pitt wishes to chase
me from St* Petersburg, I hope he will allow me to
take refuge in Constantinople*"***
Gustavus always needed funds* He
*Mahan, ih.e influence of Oea Power etc., fT IT- % and
G older, iTTyn e-g-g(?-e5~rg-‘mrgrgTl]—
**A nnu al~R'^gir^-tel* . . 1791 * T. 9 1~~~ «"r ef~r en c e to Greek
r^pTg'Sn'd'SL *
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correctly judged the growing English and Prussian
firmness against Russia* Either war or peace
could be made profitable. A king could hire out
mercenaries with no risk whatsoever. He could
declare war on one nation for the advantage of an-
other nation or, better still, of an all i ance • . * f or
a consideration. Those terms failing to satisfy,
he could bargain with his opponent about peace...
also for a consideration* Gustavus, then, re-opened
hostilities with Russia in 1789* It has been said
that Pitt and George III ’’loved peace because it
was economical.” Gustavus set hie price to high
for the Triple Alliance. Pitt did not desire war
with Russia; he only wanted to put and keep Catherine
in her place. So the adventurous Ring of Sweden
applied to the 1 ady . .
.
perhap s her circumstances might
be more pressing; besides, it was safer to deal
with one than three.
Catherine was no miser. ..if she wanted
something she was willing to pay for it. Her
situation vi a cut e by 1790. Poland and Prussia
became allies and looked askance at Russia. The
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victorious army of Suvarov was hungry ands ck* *
The attitude of Austria had changed* Joseph II had
been succeeded by his brother, Leopold, on February 2^
j
1790 His contemporaries assumed that Leopold had
absorbed Machiavellian traits by breathing Tuscan
air for so long* At any rate, his calmness was in
sharp contrast to Joseph's blustering, and he knew
that his Empire must have peace to keep itself in-
tact; he was even willing to sacrifice his Russian
connection and the booties of the Turkish War*
Austria was a useless ally from the moment of his
accession: within six months he met the allies
at Reichenbach* Catherine saw the opportunity to
deal the Triple Alliance a hard blow, should it
ever decide to oppose her will, by not only making
peace with Sweden but an ally of Gustavus*** So
she outplayed Pitt by drawing "one foot out of the
mire" at the Peace of Varala.*** The comment of
Lord Auckland, (Wm. Eden), to Grenville showed Ehg-
land's chagrin: "The King of Sweden, in order to
maintain the consistency of his character, has
finished this war in the saffefi^5^ that he began it. ***^
*G,ood account of Le o pp Id ' s , po 1 i cTe s in l^ord ,
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Russia secured the peace but the influence of
the Triple Alliance dictated the terms on the basis
of the status quo ante bellum.*
The Swedish business was the first tilt
between Pitt and Catherine. Both antagonists
pricked the skin, but neither drew blood. Varala
presaged the future. The next duel should be to
the finish. Catherine had been pursuing a single-
hearted policy of territorial expansion for more
than a quarter of a century: she had secured Europ-
ean recognition of Russian power: Russian support
was sought by all nations and the Empress Catherine
was a name to conjure with. Meanwhile, the loneli-
ness of England during and after the American Revol-
ution had left certain scars which were constantly
emphasized by the lusty popularity of Russia. Pitt
felt that the equilibrium of Europe depended upon
the preservation of the balance of power* Catherine,
abetted first by Frederic II and then Joseph II, had
determined upon conquest in Europe itself. The
balance of power was a delicately poised measure
which rested upon the stability of the status quo.
I
1
1
j
1
n Terms of V’arala may be found in the Annual Register
fl for 1790» p* 506- There. was a vague m enti on. about
1
b ound ar i e 8 . . . a rectification of whicn was to be made
1 at some uncertain future date*

The usefulness of Austria in helping Russia drive
the Turks out of Europe had estranged Prussia.
The French body politic was racked by the terrific
pains of death and birth. ..the old monarchy writhed
in mortal struggle with the new ideas of "Liberty,
Fraternity, and Equal ity." So England conceived
that she had inherited the position of France and
began to take part in European politics, conscious
of a mission to restore the general peace which
was disturbed again by the ambitions of Catherine.
To this end England urged the Triple Alliance to
intervene at Reichenbach in the affairs of the East
and promote a peace between Austria and Turkey on
the basis of the existing boundaries. One thing
at a time . . . Rus si a should be attended to next.
"The great hinge on which the affairs
of Europe turned, was the Convention at Reichenbach,"
said the Annual Register for 1792 (p. 65) . Due to
the possibilities of Reichenbach, Catherine was
persuaded to offer Gustavus the terms which he
accepted at Var al a . It is not within the scope of
this paper to go into the details of this negotiation.
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Frederic William appeared in all his Prussian glory
while the old-guard veterans of Frederic II, plus his
own magnificent army, were encamped not many miles
distant. Hertzberg plotted and connived. Leopold
and Kaunit schemed and intrigued. Catherine was
conspicuously absent and belligerently silent.
England stood firmly by the status quo . *
Now the status quo was to England's ad-
vantage but it was not to Prussia's who meditated on
^or e *^fer r i tory . Hertzberg' B exchange plan was
taken off the ice and re-heated. Time and warming
over did not make the dish any more palatable.
England allowed her ally a free hand but announced
flatly that she would never take up arms for the
aggrandisement of Prussia. The least considered
and most involved state, according to Hertzberg's
plan, at length threw a bomb shell into hie arrange-
ments by passing an act which made it illegal for
the Polish state to deed away any of its territory.
Then, the Prussians decided that the statue quo
might be made profitable if enforced by the maritime
navies and Frederic William's legions. The proceed-
*An excellent account of this conference is to be
found in Lord, pp . 128-152.

ings of the convention were intricate and slow*
Prussia forced Pitt to declare unequivocally for the
status quo strict in opposition to the Hertzberg Plan*
This newly annunciated principle caused the
Triple Alliance to oppose Russia openly for the
first time* The principle could never have been
applied to Russia as long as h'rance took her usual
part in European affairs* The greet difficulty
faced by British negotiators was to preserve the
existing state of things and yet satisfy the ever-
growing land-hunger of Prussia* The full develop-
ment of Pitt*s political system was shown in his
effort to meet these clashing demands* In brief he
was anxious that no hostile feelings sour the con-
ference before it got under way (Hertzberg Plan)
;
he made a tremendous effort to unite the smaller
power s •** Sweden
,
Denmark, Poland, Tur key *** with
the Triple Alliance into a great Northern Federation
forming a strong cordon of united force which
would check the greed of any European nation; he
endeavored to strengthen the Triple Alliance,
save Poland, satisfy Prussia, and at the same time
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contribute to British interest by encouraging Poland
to allott Dantzig and Thorn to Prussia as part of
an advantageous commercial treaty which Great
Britain would guarantee to the Poles against Prussian
lust#* *
There was nothing overbearing or warlike
in this policy. In fact the British manner was
exceedingly mild and conciliatory. Catherine of
Russia blocked the way. She may have seemed like
a ” straight- forward and honorable ca va 1 i er
”
* to her-
self, but Pitt had always distrusted her. During
the first five years of his ministry, he wanted
desperately to form a Russian alliance and, like
his predecessors, he failed because Catherine would
have none of it or of him. Her ambiguous phrases
and cordial smiles held no charms for the meticulous
Pitt. He disapproved of everything about such a
woman. ..her morals, her extravagancies, her policies.
Catherine probably saw farther ahead than he. If
she succeeded in her plans for empire, England and
Russia must needs come to grips because Russian
policy, as she* purpo s ed
,
would interfere with funda-
Based on Salomon, 117*. ..See also Lord, 16^.
* *Meri val e , 57
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mental British interests. She was an egoist of
the first order to whom the greatest sport in the
world was to drive a team of rearing, plunging,
biting, kicking nations roughshod to her goal.
She, doubtless, got more pure delight from her en-
counter of 1791 than from the Partitions of Poland.
Here was a foeman of her metier whom she conquered
alone by stolid, sparkling obstinacy and splendid
courage. She threw down the gauntlet to Pitt when
she answered the proposal that Russia make a separ-
ate peace with Turkey on the status quo basis
established at Reichenbach:
"The Empress makes war and makes peace
when she pleases, without consulting any other
power. She is not to be dictated to. She will
not permit any interference whatever, in the manage-
ment or government of her affairs."*
Pitt accepted the challenge* It was a
personal duel between two individuals. Neither had
the complete support of advisers and friends, to say
nothing of the people. The fundamental difference
lay in the wide gult between the Russians and the
Englishmen. Catherine rode Russia with a lash and
a goad.** Pitt had to lead his Englishmen along
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until the momentum of popular conviction catapaulted
them into a c t i on • • . a f t er that not even Catherine could
have phased that stubborn, tenacious, determined thing
which is Great Britain at war. In the more assertive
strenuous age that followed, Pitt would probably have
come out the victor. Catherine conquered in 1791
because Catherine was Russia and Pitt was not Great
Britain. He was the leader of England by virtue
of the choice of the people:* the Empress was the
state by the will of Catherine and the grace of God.
’’The first quality of a prime minister in
a free country is to have more common sense than
any man,” said Horace Walpole.** The nineteenth
century was a commercial age ... f inane e was god.
Pitt has often been pointed out as the first English-
man to see the value of keeping Turkey intact and
the Balkans free from the possession or influence
of Russia. The great trade interests of England
would be threatened if Russia became a Mediterranean
power; especially, since Catherine seemed bent on
working out Russia's destiny apart from England.
The very fact that Pitt did not take the trouble to
loof minister as Pitt.^
per,
felt eve*^ ^y such an
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find out anything about this remote Ochakov which
caused such a furor seems sufficient proof that
there was a principle involved which cut deeper than
the territory at stake* During the first seven
years of his ministry, Pitt had lifted the weary
debt from Britain's shoulders and she was enjoying
a period of unparalleled prosperity at the beginning
of the year 1791 ‘ No matter how the Opposition
railled, no one of them ever questioned Pitt's
hard common sense where a bargain was concerned.
Hie policy was advertised as one of Peace, Retrench-
ment and Reform.
That Pitt should have jeopardized his whole
career, that he should have gambled with a war just
when peace looked most profitable, that he should
have stood on the English coast and been oblivious
to the vibrations of the volcano which was rock-
ing the heart of France, all for an ultima thu 1
e
» . » «
the very location end extent of which he was uncertai;i
seems incredible. Pitt was a careful man who
weighed the pros and cons of any proposition before
committing himself in regard to it. The Reichenbach
1
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Conference took place during mid-summer of 1790.
Catherine had remained firm in her resolve not to
yield. Moreover, it was apparent by the winter and
spring of 1791 that Leopold was playing a double
game. He could procrastinate too, and made no
attempt to hurry a definitive peace settlement.
Meanwhile, Catherine's hold on Ochakov tightened.
It is true that Pitt had been busy intimidating
Spain in the summer of 1790, but he passed that
crisis safely in November. Yet, he made no inquiries
concerning Ochakov until the seventh of March, 1791'
The questions he asked Auckland were minute in
detail and, for Pitt, seem to betray his complete
ignorance on the subject.* The King spoke to
Parliament on March 28.. .it took about ten days for
a reply to be received from the Hague*..and Pitt had
not even asked until the seventh and then he relied
upon information which came to him from a single
source and that a secondary one.** Strange actions
V
for a cautious and economical ministerl
The plans of Potemkin had been known to
England during the American War negotiations of
1780-82. Catherine had seized the Crimea in 1785*
f XSm^raf ^?ng9f ef gen * ( ^uf 6h]P^had served in the Russianfleet.
,
He gSve information to Auckland, which laterproved to be incorrect, who relayed it to Pitt
with the color of his own prejudice.
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The sea coast be+ween the Bug and Dniester, be
it barren rock or desert sand, let alone a situation
which commanded a western river system, would be a
s o ven- 1 eagued step toward the Morea and the Hellespont*
Leaving the Kingdom of Dacia, the Greek
Empire and the Crimea out of the question, there was
still a major reason in the mind of Pitt* It was
far more the fate of Poland than of Turkey that
was at stake. Ever since 1775 people had wondered
just how long Poland's lease on life could last.
England suspected Prussia as long as Frederic II
stood at the helm, even while she considered Russia
a potential friend. Frederic II had proposed the
original partition* Austria had agreed to it and
accepted a share in it. Austria and Prussia
inherited jealousy. Catherine's ambition was out
of bounds. Each added victory gave her more
assurance: she had all the vanity of a self-made
man. With Turkey dismembered the Tsarina would be
sure to look abroad for new fields to conquer.
Pitt knew that as soon as her hands were free
Catherine would begin clutching for Poland.
^^Jo^'EeeJs^ *
Cec. y and 6~to G^rantlTeLm
Dropiori Papers, li, Grenville from Buckingham
,
ii, 102..” ” ” Fawkner
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Pitt was much more interested in Poland
than he was in Ochakov. Throughout the tedious
Parliamentary debates the danger to Poland was em-
phasized* There was no lack of knowledge about
Poland’s natural resources* It would seem that
Pitt expected Catherine to be contrary, for he made
a careful memorandum showing that Russian power in
the Baltic was to England’s advantage, but her inroad
to the Black and Mediterranean Seas was harmful be-
cause Russia could furnish stores to Britain’s Haps-
burg-Bourbon rivals, strangle Polish trade by control
of her riverways, and there was a possibility that
Russia might even gain Constantinople itself** Nor
is that all* Among the Dropmore Papers there is a
long memorandum which Joseph Ewart (ambassador to
Prussia) prepared for Pitt giving a full and ex-
cellent account of Ang 1 o-Ru s s i an relations and
showing that Russian attitude had been, on the whole,
disinterested if not unfriendly in tone ever since
the accession of Catherine II***
Pitt was not an idealistic champion of
Poland* He was a practical statesman* English
* Pitt MSS. 557 • • • r ef err ed to by Rose in Pitt and the Ni t’l, 605*
**Dropmore Papers ii, 44-45
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safety depended upon the English navy. Great
Britain was an island kingdom. English prosperity
depended upon English trade. England carried on an
annual trade with Russia amounting to more than
000, 000 sterling. Pitt knew that, if England
and Russia became completely hostile, a market
must be provided which would replace the Russian.
He made a painstaking study of the matter and con-
vinced himself that Poland and only Poland could
supply the grain, timber, hemp, flax and hides
for which England was dependent upon Russia.*
The iron grip with which Prussia throttled Polish
commerce must be relaxed before the Republic could
be in any position to supply the demand. Prussia
desired Dantzig and Thorn. Mention has already
been made of Pitt’s advice to Poland and his guarantee
of the future. The Polish Patriots trusted English
solidarity and believed in Pitt. Oginski conferred
with Pitt in London during 1790, and, though the
price was high, Poland was willing to pay it for
the sake of association with the Triple Alliance and
the English guarantee.** Such an arrangement would
be eminently satisfactory.
. .Prussia would get Dantzig
^Rose, Pitt and the Na^y'l e-^c. 522
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and Thorn, (after the action of the Polish Diet,
Thorn was withdrawn)
,
England's trade would be freed
from dependence on Russia and the integrity of Poland
would be assured* Most important of all in eight-
eenth century ideology, the balance of power would
be established and the peace of Europe certified.
Lord says; '’So important a place did this Polish
plan hold in Pitt’s calculations that it has been
called, perhaps without very much exaggeration, the
keystone of his whole conservative system."*
Pitt and his colleagues based their case
for increased armament upon this Polish scheme. The
i n
arguments were epi t omi zed.one of Pitt's sentences...
"Many articles, the materials of manufact-
ure, we received from Russia; but of these articles
many could be obtained from other countries; from
Poland, for instance: and therefore, we had a
commercial interest in cultivating a trade with
Poland, and preventing Russia from obtaining such a
decided command of articles we wanted, as to give
or withhold them at her pleasure."**
Pitt had broken England's isolation
by negotiating the Triple Alliance. His diplomatic
effort had been most successful so far. He was
ardently anxious to perpetuate its influence and
build it into a great federation which could enforce
Lord, I 65-I 6 A.
Speeches of Fox, Pitt and Burke in Hansard xxix,
colls. 52-79*
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peace and thereby promote prosperity:
'’The end of the alliance was, to give by
their union such strength and authority, as to be
able at all times to compell other powers to abandon
schemes of ambition and conquest which might en-
danger the general tranquility."*
The possession of Turkey in Europe and
especially of Constantinople would put Russia in a
position to control the entire European trade with
the Levant. The practical ownership of the Black
Sea would choke Poland. The Russian frontier would
border upon Prussia and the Muscovite armies would
only be separated from England by a narrow strip of
water. England was justly proud of her mastery
of the Sea, but it was a well-known fact that the
Tsarina intended Russia to become a maritime nation
as well as the greatest empire on the continent.
If Russia owned Poland and needed all her stores to
build her own navy, where, then, could England look
for protection against the marauder who might plunder
her shores? Montesquieu had pointed out, (Pitt said),
that although the "Turkish Empire contained in it many
symptoms of decay, (it) must last longer than was gen-
erally imagined, because when an attack of an alarming
•Hansard xxix, col. 74.
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nature should be made upon it, the European maritime
powers would feel it to be their interest to come
instantly to its aid, and rescue it from danger*”*
Fox, Burke, and Sheridan surpassed them-
selves in flights of rabid oratory against the project*
Fox maintained that Turkey was a flagrant aggressor
agsinst that nation which, from time immemorial, had
been a natural ally of England, that the Empress's
terms were exceedingly moderate* Great Britain had
assisted Russia to enter the Mediterranean in 1771
Why should she to to war to keep her out in 1791?**
Burke supported Fox end added further that any attempt
to bring the Turkish Empire into European affairs
was a novel idea and contrary to all former systems
of a balance of power**** Sheridan attacked Pitt's
"armed negotiation" with fusillades of irony*
Prussia was simply borrowing the British navy to
secure her heart's desire in Poland* Sheridan's
witticisms remind one of Disraeli who poked such jibes
at Palmerston, "menacing Russia with a perfumed cane*"*'
As the debates dragged on they degenerated
into the most obvious personalities. Pitt felt, and
Grant
•‘Russell 11, 205
****Sheridan i, 19S, 199*

quite rightly, that he had been a good prime minister;
therefore, he deserved the confidence of Parliament
and the people without any explanation of his plans*
This was good diplomacy, but poor parliamentary
tactics* Pitt was too coldly intellectual to
rouse men to don their uniforms, load their guns and
sail away in a gigantic parade to frighten a nation
whose ruler was unfriendly, fearless and absolute*
The average Englishman did not want war* ••so much
was certain* And Pitt did not succeed in selling
his idea of a nebulous future danger to traders whose
pockets jingled with Russian silver* The debating
shot off at a tangent and "ministerial confidence"
was quarreled over until Pitt must have felt dis-
gusted and sick** This much was evident from the
"Russian Armament" discussions of 1791* Pitt was
out of touch with Parliament and even his own Cabinet
and he made no effort to test the pulse of the people*
Just how much Russian propaganda had to
do with popular sentiment we cannot be sure* At the
first inkling of Pitt's purpose, Vorontsov, the
Russian representative, went to Fox and stirred
Hansard xxix, coll* 5 I and 40*
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the Opposition into action.* Lord quotes from
Vorontsov's autobiography in which he claimed to
have bought up more than twenty newspapers and a
small army of hack- wr i t er s that he scattered pamph-
lets broadcast in the pr ovince s . . . that the Russian
embassy was indefatigable in writing tracts and
rushing to newspapers with articles. He also
claimed to have converted the manufacturing towns of
Norwich, Wakefield, Leeds and Manchester; popular
feeling ran so high in London that placards were
nailed to the houses reading, "No war with Russia."**
However, in 1791» that fearful beast which has
frightened England periodically ever since, --the
R ussian Menace--appear ed in public parlance for the
first time. Even the Duke of Leeds deplored a
"Russian party" in the House of Commons.
The "Russian Armament" was remarkable for
several reasons. In the first place there was its
rapidity of action* Pitt decided to maintain the
s tatus quo demand against Russia, the Cabinet agreed,
the King delivered his message on March 29th, Parlia-
ment debated, despatches were sent off, the Cabinet
*Dropmore Papers ii, 149 and 186
Rosebery, 106
**Lord, 186-7

re-met and changed its mind, Pitt weakened and
withdrew his plan»»«all within the space of two weeks.
Whether Pitt’s right-about-face was due to the ^atti-
tude of the nation^* whether Parliament out-talked
itself, whether he believed that Prussian support was
weakening, or whether (as the Duke of Leeds's secretary
Burges,and the historian, Rose,^^^ believe) it was
due to dissension in the Cabinet, we do not know.
Only two members of the Cabinet remained consistent...
Leeds, who resigned because he felt that the Cabinet
had no grounds for withdrawing from its avowed policy,
and the disapproving Grenville who took his place.
Just here it is apropos to comment upon
some of the other personalities in this bud ness.
Perhaps England has never had a more able array of
foreign representatives. Merely to mention a few
illustrious diplomatic names is sufficient; James
Harris, Earl of Malmesbury; Hugh and Gilbert
Elliot, (Lord Minto) ; Morton and William Eden, (Lord
Auckland); that veteran. Sir Robert Keith; William
Grenville; Joseph Ewart. Several of these showed
excellent judgment in dealing-^he problems which
Pitt retained - a, major i ty in Parliament throughout the
18A detailed and daily account of these happenings is
set down in Leeds's Memoranda...
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confronted them; others showed a marked influence
upon their home government as well*
The elegant and charming Malmesbury was
the favorite ambassador of both the Pitts and
Georbe III* Even his despatches are human documents
sometimes colored by the''bile”of "bilious times."
Gilbert was efficient but his brother, Hugh Elliot's
romantic Swedish and Danish adventures shone more
brightly than routine activities. Sir Robert Keith's
despatches are perhaps the most trustworthy of all
for us. ..not over-impulsive, deliberate and definite.
It was he who managed Sistovo so admirably and who
had the satisfaction of saying in August, ITPls
"So, ray dear Anne, all Europe is at peace ; and those
who may, with a safe conscience , claim the merit of
having essentially contributed to the restoration
of that blessing, have deserved well of humanity."*
The last three to be mentioned are Joseph
Ewart and Lords Auckland and Grenville. Joseph
Ewart was the cleverest of the lot for he so
arranged affairs in Berlin that he was said to
have the full confidence of Hertzberg and the
Prussian government.** He broke ground for the
ithin a week after ^ the f inal
,ovo,^tiews came that Russia and
negotiate a separate peace.
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alliance between England and Prussia in 1788* He
was not a strong young man and he spent the winter of
1790-91 in England for his health* During that
time he convinced Pitt of the rightness of his
growing apprehensions of Russia. Pitt determined
to push his scheme of European pacification and
imperial limitation. Ewart was still loyal to his
chief after the retraction of the armament and went
back to Berlin to smooth things over with the irate
Frederic William. And it was to Ewart that Pitt
confessed "even with tears in his eyes, that it
was the greatest mortification he had ever exper-
ienced, he said he was determined not to knock under
but to keep up a good countenance."* *
William Grenville was Pitt's kinsman and
friend. He originally received a position of
consequence through this connection. In 1787 Pitt
sent him to the Hague and Versailles to negoti-
ate delicate business. He was sue ce a s fu 1
.
He
was an unofficial adviser until 1791 when he became
Foreign Minister as a result of the 'Russian Armament."
Leeds had never directed any business of importance... !
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the major communications were all in Pitt’s hand-
writing* Gren ille, however, seems to have been
quite independent in outlining foreign policy, and
he directed the general trend of English action
during the early years of the French Revolution**
The sentiments in his letters of 1792-9* coincide
with English official attitude:
"All my ambition is that I may at some
time hereafter have the inexpressible
satisfaction of being able to look back upon it, and
to tell myself that I have contributed to keep my
own country at least a little longer from sharing
in all the evils of every sort that surround us*
I am more and more convinced that this can only be
done by keeping wholly and entirely aloof, and by
watching much at home#"**
The correspondence between Grenville
and Auckland reminds one of some eighteenth century
drama where every player had his confidant* Auckland
was British representative at the Hague* He had
never favored a bold stand against Russia* The
Grand Pensionary of the United Provinces, Van der
Spiegel, was averse to it and Auckland urged Grenville
to use all his influence to persuade Pitt to desist
from any idea of an armed demonstration because he
did not believe that Holland would accede to it****
^ .1 I
_
—
on^Pit^^s^F or e?^n®f o?i c°^ Influence of Grenville
emoirs or tTi^e 0 ourt “and Cabinets, etc* ii, 222***
t o the Vi ar qui s or buclcingham, Nov * fj TT7 2 •Holland had recently loaned R ussia a considerable
sum or money*
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Grenville expressed himself freely to Auckland. To-
gether they connived at Ewart's ultimate disgraceful
recall.* More melodramatic still, Auckland secured
Ewart's post for his brother, Morton Eden.** Ewart
went home. He had been suffering from a chronic
disease for a long time* Scarcely three months
elapsed before this brilliant young man died, em-
bittered by the actions of his enemies. Grenville
thought it necessary to try to buy Ewart's papers
from his widow. The Opposition also thought they
might contain useful tid-bits, but they were too late.
So much for the less honorable side of British dip-
lomacy. Ewart labored four years to build up
Prussian confidence in England and the Opposition
tore his work to pieces in as many weeks in 1791*
It is difficult to estimate how much his own party
had to do with undermining the Triple Alliance, but
Grenville and Auckland were responsible for much...
and personal jealousy was a contributing factor.
This bluster
, to use the diplomatic slang
of that day, came to nothing and made England the
laughing-stock of Europe. Pitt had had every
j *
*D ropmore Papers ii, 57, 68, 1 62 . . . . Au ckl and to Grenvil
JY*. . - , ii, ^9 2
•
.
,
. Au ckl and to Morton Eden
***Account of transaction in Burges.
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right to believe that his demonstration would be
able to coerce the Empress* She had been fighting
j
wars at both northern and southern extremities of
|
her frontiers; her armies had been compar i ti vely
j
successful, but the carnage at Ismail (1790) and
plague-ridden troops tempered the joys of victory;
Ij
the Russian exchequer was low and her credit
j
strained; Leopold's deflection was a serious blowj
;
I
the Polish reformers were exasperating. Catherine !
made a brave face of defiance at the beginning, but
|
if Pitt could have hurried his preparations through
j
to action, the chances were even that she might
have yielded. Delay wss fatal. Every day's haggling
in Parliament reduced the possibilities of a
I
peaceful settlement* By the middle of April Cath-
j
erine knew of Pitt's difficulty and by the first
jj
of May she had her obstinate way.*
j
The validity of Pitt’s proposal rested
j
I
upon the firmness with which England could block
i
Russia's way, the steadfastness of Prussia, the
|
neutrality of the shifty Leopold. It seems certain
that Frederic William was the only Prussian who
o
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really wanted to fight. This would not have been
a popular war. The Prussian ministers were trying
to build a "golden bridge" to Catherine. Leopold
continued his evasive answers and counter- negotiations
until August, 1791* He did not consent to the Peace
of Sistovo until his former ally had added enough
Turkish victories to her chain to render her claims
to Ochakov incontestable. So Catherine made her
own terms at Jassy in 1792*
One cannot quite agree with Rosebery who
glibly concludes: "so ends the Oczakow incident.
Save a gigantic speech by Fox, it left little behind
it."* Thus fell to pieces Pitt's Federative System
which might have diverted the course of the French
Revolutiono For if the flight to Varennes and the
subsequent execution of the French monarchs saved
Turkey, Poland certainly saved France. It was not
the French Revolution alone which gave its peculiar
color to this period. ...it was the combination of
imperial design in the East coupled with the
war for freedom in the Weat which gave rush of
movement and vivid contrast to the picture.
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Catherine had been alarmed by the Pruaso-
Polish Treaty of March 29, 1790 whereby the King of
Prussia agreed to defend the Republic by force of
arms ”if any foreign power whatever, shall by virtue
of any preceding acts or stipulations, or any inter-
pretation of them, assume the right of interfering
in the internal affairs of the Republic of Poland,
or its dependencies, at any time, or in any manner* *
The Constituti on of May 1791 bad not
proved to be any more popular with the Prussian
ministers than it w® s with the Empress.** Frederic
William’s conscience hurt him a little, but his
conduct had been so consistently vacillating that
Catherine did not doubt that he could be converted
to her side, especially after the volte face of
Great Britain. Pitt had lost all diplomatic
prestige by the end of May.*** Catherine's attention
now was focussed on Poland and to use her own
'I
!
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|i
ll
'i
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words:
"l am breaking my head to make the Cabinets
of Vienna and Berlin intervene in the affairs of
France. I wish to see them plunged in some very
complicated question in order to have my hands free."**+*
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Catherine was a fervent royalist but she confined
her enthusiasm to oratory and her field of action
to subduing "the spirit of French democracy, which
was talcing deep root in Poland."* Even the estab
ment of a hereditary monarchy may be cited as an
example of revolutionary spirit if a ruler has
enough power.**
As a Prussian alliance served Russia until
1780, and an Austrian alliance until 1790, so now
Catherine decided to repeat the original process.
Prussia would do very well as a partner in the
Second Partition: all of Austria’s energies were
being spent against France, and Polish spoils would
completely alienate Prussia and England* So Russia
drew close to Prussia. Frederic William forgot
that he had been "happy to have been able to
contribute to the support of the liberty and indep-
endence of Poland."*** He ignored Article VI of the
Treaty of Defensive Alliance* What was to hinder?
France was the evangelist of Revolution* Pitt had
had his fingers burnt and was not liable to risk the
fire a second time* Holland would never act alone.
I
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besides she was actually menaced by France* C atherin^
may have deplored the French Revolution, but nothing
could po ibly have fitted her plans more snugly.
Here lay the germ of the Second Partition*
The monarchs of absolutism wer« to receive compen-
sation for interference in the republican movement,
not from France, but from Poland* The quarrels,
suspicion and jealousy among Prussia, Russia and
Austria hindered their participation in the Great
War and the coalition against France failed*
There was no question about the attitude !
of England from the moment France declared war.** I
i
Her ministers protested loudly against the pratition ij
project.* In 1792 and '95 the Whig Opposition
j
admitted its error toward Pitt's "Russian Armament"
l|
proposal; they used his indecision and cowardice as ||
!|
a "stalking horse."***A Polish subscription was made |!
in London so that the unhappy Patriots might be
sure of the moral support of England* However,
talk was a cheap and not an effective weapon against
I
Prussian soldiers and Russian bullets.**** The common
li
note of public sentiment may be seen in the words of
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the average Mr. Storer to Lord Auckland, August 10,
1792: ”Y/hat you say about Poland is certainly true.
Things which happen at a distance have not the same
effect as those which happen near us* I scarce
have a thought for P o 1 an d . • . Fr anc e is nearer and
more interesting."*
The Polish question, with its intricate
negotiations and ugly passages, remained as important
as the French to the German powers and Russia until
the last bit of Poland had been consumed in the
year that saw the Directory established in France.**
The play of Catherine's foreign policy had moved
steadily forward after Courland; the heroine
emerged triumphant from the tension of 1791 and
marched rapidly forward to the climax of the
Second Partition: the inevitable and quiet denouement
of the Third Partition proceeded without interference.
It was only after Catherine's death that Russia
entered whole-heartedly into the Great War.
Fox's speech may have been the largest
monument of the Parliamentary debates on the "Russian
Armament" of 1791* but one might read infinite
importance in the failure of Pitt's policy. Poland
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might have been preserved to check both Russia and
Prussia in the nineteenth century. The French
nation might have been forced into a normal revolution
in internal politics, or the united effort of the
monarchies might have arbitrarily restored the
Bourbons and obviated twenty years of international
strife. Speculations about what might have been
are idle, but they do reveal the greatness and
weakness of historical figures and incidents.
Pitt turned his back upon continental
affairs and maintained an attitude of strict
neutrality until France threatened Holland. Britain
could no longer remain aloof and her ultimatum that
France give up all idea of conquest and put her
own house in order resulted in the French dedlaration
of war. Catherine was willing to bargain with
Pitt this time and voluntarily offered to renew the
old commercial treaty with additional advantages.
Moreover, she acknowledged the supremacy of the
British navy by countermanding the Armed Neutrality.
The treaty which was pending when Catherine died
Called forth this s el f— r eve latory expression
O
1
^ raise principles, or are, so benumbea tb
For terms of the Shtrii SECOND PARTITION see Lord, 590-911
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from Pitt:
Downing Street.
(December, 1796)
"Dear Dund a s
,
"A new scene is opened on the Continent
by an event of which the account is just come.. the
death of the Empress of Russia on the 17th of last
month. The despatches are not j^et come to the
office. We cannot therefore yet tell in what
state our treaty was left, but I am afraid much
good is not in any case to be expected from the
new Emperor. It is difficult to say whether one
ought to regret the most that she had not died
sooner or lived longer.
"Yours, ever,
"W. P."*
Catherine was one of the two greatest rulers
in the history of Ruasia, but she was an evil genius
in the history of Europe. During the settle-
ments of the Congress of Vienna, Talleyrand remarked
to Metternich that "the dismemberment of Poland
was the cause of all the commotion that followed
in Europe." Napoleon admitted in his memoirs
that "his greatest error was in not having revived
Poland." Today, we can see in the dismemberment of
Poland, the desire for Turkey, the coveted hegemony
of the Balkans, the cause for at least two liajor
wars and continual ferment in the nineteenth century*
and almost innumerable crises in the twentieth culmin-
Stanhope ii, 405*
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ating in the World War.
The imperial idea which Ivan III acquired
when he married Sophia Paleoiogue dominated the
essential policy of Russia down to this very day.
As long as the great two-headed eagle was content
to stay on her nest in east Europe, Russia continued
to live apart from the continent. At the beginning
of the eighteenth century, Peter prodded the giant
bird until she became uneasy and dissatisfied with
Muscovy. Slowly she rose, until, circling higher
and higher, faster, and faster, in ever- wid ening
spheres, her hawk-like nature prompted her to
swoop down upon defenseless territories in every
d i r ec t i on . . . . S w ed en
,
Turkey, Poland, China, even
India.* The imperial eagle of Russia was embodied
in the rapacious and utterly magnificent Catherine II.
The innate conflict between the interests
of the British and Russian Empires was clarified by
the cool, intelligent and honorable gentleman who
was Prime Minister of England from 1735 to 1306.
He tried to stem the tide of Russian conquest and
turn imperial rivalry into channels of commerce
•Two early accounts o f, C ath,erin,e,' s policy_^oiitf o r , marcnlnp: an army through,. Bokharb and Cashmto-drive the Englisn out of India. „The plan
a Frenchman and presented by Prince_Naspau
Fowler, Lives of the Sovereigns of Russia,
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and trade# England repudiated Pitt's effort in
1791 and he never actively opposed Russia again# We
know that his conviction remained unchanged because
he gave Canning and Castlereagh his attitudes#*
Palmerston and Disraeli carried on the tradition#
England even allied herself with the oriental
island empire against their mutual enemy#
The foreign policy of any particular
nation at any specific time is not ready-made
it grows slowly and almost imperceptibly at times,
and in sudden spurts at others# The long slow
period of Angl o-Ru a 3 i an conflict and its sudden
burst into prominence was encompassed by the reign
of Catherine II# The antagonistic policies of
that Empress and the Younger Pitt continued for
almost a century and a half# They constantly
developed until the old Prus sia # # .now modern Germany###
do far surpassed the older empires in ambition and
vitality that common fear welded the ancient pistols###
England and France, and England and Ru ss i a # # # in t
o
the Triple Entente of the World War# The roots of
international relationships, as well as those of
C ambridge History of British Foreign Policy, Chap# 1 v
#

giant oaks, lie deeply imbedded in the history of
the past#
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